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HSA brightens day with kids' party 
By Laura Hoesman 
REPORTED 
TOLEDO—Members    of    the 
University's Honors Studenl 
Association helped brighten the 
lives of children with disabilities 
yesterday evening when they 
volunteered at the 15th annual 
Christmas party at the Toledo 
Children's Hospital. 
Santa Claus and two downs 
entertained children, who also 
had the opportunity to make 
crafts and eat snacks, while 
socializing with their friends. 
I-ight 1 ISA members were joined 
by University of Toledo volunteers 
from Alpha I'hi Omega, a coed 
service fraternity. 
Students decorated the lobbj 
and waiting mom area of the 
hospital before the part) During 
the festivities, they helped 
children   With   Crafts   and   look 
pictures of the young patients with 
Santa (Tins 
For     those     volunteering 
yesterday,  the  reason  for  the 
occasion was simple. 
"I thought it would be a nice 
thing to do for the kids," said 
University freshman Sarah Turley. 
"I helped take pictures of little kids 
when the) sai on Santas lap. i hey 
were just so cute and really excited 
to see Santa." 
The party was planned by 
physical, occupational and speech 
therapists at the hospital for 
patients and their families. 
Lisa Durst, a pediatric 
physical   therapist   and   2002 
alumna of Howling Green, 
recruited students from BGSU 
and 111' to make the party run 
more smoothly than it has In past 
years, 
This is the first year IU'IC 
had volunteers," Durst said. She 
added that because she was the 
conununit) service chair of MSA 
during her time at the University, 
she knew   die organization was 
willing to participate in service 
projects. 
The patients at the party—who 
ranged from infancy to seven 
years old — had health problems 
including developmental delay 
due to premature birth, cerebral 
palsy down syndrome, brain 
injuries and muscular diseases. 
One child, six-year-old Garret) 
Zeinan, has attended the 
Christmas party every year of his 
life, except for 2002, when surgery 
got in the way 
According to his mother, 
Marda Zeman, Garrett has been 
In therapy at the Toledo Children's 
I lospital since he was in months 
old. The boy was horn with 
cerebral palsy and a brain 
condition which required surgerj 
when he was four.Today (iarrett is 
functioning with only one half of 
his brain, and has only peripheral 
vision. 
Vel Garrett was able to enjoy 
HSA, PAGE 2 
Brian McRoberts BG News 
HOLIDAY DECOR: HSA members (left to right) Deborah Ehnck. Marissa Mizer and Sarah Turley decorate 
for the children's Christmas party yesterday at Toledo Children's Hospital. 
Migrant worker advocate' 
speaks to packed house 
BylanellKjngsboroujh 
SEN,OR   REPORTER 
when There was a time 
he didn't know a name 
existed for things like racism or 
discrimination. A rime when 
five Of six other families rode 
down dirt roads in die flat- 
bed of a tnick. leaning against 
sideboards and hiding under 
flapping pieces of cam as 
Baldemar Velasquez, 
president of the Hum Labor 
Organizing Committee, shared 
his past, his heart, his goals 
and his soul to a packed house 
in Olscamp Hall last night. 
lT?ople had to line up against 
the walls and sit on the floor 
to hear Velasquez deliver his 
inspirations as he addressed 
issues on "latino Immigrants: 
TheNewCivilRightsMovement 
in the United Slates." 
Born in Texas, Velasquez's 
parents were migrant work- 
ers and he began  working 
in  fields when he was six 
picking berries and tomatoes. 
They weren't allowed to eat in 
restaurants,       even       the 
greasy-side-of-the-road  joints 
on the highway. Gas Stations 
wouldn't let them use the bath- 
rooms. Signs said \n Mexicans. 
No Dogs." 
"Our pit stops wen- along- 
side the road in wooded areas, 
Wm Clark BGNews 
SPEAKING TOUR: Baldemar Velasquez, president of the Farm Labor 
Organizing Committee, speaks last night in Olscamp Hall. 
women one way, men another," 
Velasquez said 
Hul it wasn't the hardships or 
the poverty that made migrant 
life traumatic, Velasquez said. 
"It's the bad things that 
happen in your life that you 
can't do anything about, the 
atrocities, the injustices, 
you can't do anything about 
that," he said. That's what 
liothcrs you. that's what you think 
about when you wake up in the 
morning is what you've got to 
do, You nave to overcome that" 
lacing the problems ol 
farmers cheating Velasquez s 
father out of money for their 
VELASQUEZ,PAGE 2 
First DM family recalls 
decade of miracles 
By Laren Weber 
REROR'ER 
Karol and Jacob Krawetzke spoke 
at the Dance Marathon overall 
in the Union Ballroom last night 
and reminded students of the 
Impact DM made In their lives 
a decade ago as the flrsi miracle 
family 
Karol said ii was really bard 
hi watch her youngest sou go 
through cancer and realize thai 
he might not get the chance to 
be 16, in might not meei bis 
dream girl. 
"Whirl you're going through 
the struggles of cancer, you don't 
feel like a real f.imilv.' she said." 
When we Were al DM, we were 
a family" 
lacobhadmusde cancer when 
be was seven and became weak 
from the treatments he received 
He had to spend the majority 
of his time in bis hospital loom 
and could barely Nil bis bead 
from ihc pillow, which is bard tin 
a seven veil  old. Karol said. 
Through the efforts ol the 
Children's Miracle Network and 
DM, the children were given a 
TV, VCR and Nintendo in ibeii 
rooms, she said 
boob used to pia\ Nintendo 
games and in bis seven-year-old 
mind, lie thought h\ defeating 
the game he was bearing the 
karolsaid. 
Julie OiFranto BG News 
A DECADE OF MIRACLES: Jacob Krawetzke. 16. with his mother Karol 
pose with family photos at the Dance Marathon Overall last night. Jacob 
was one of the first children sponsored by DM 10 years ago. 
lacob, now IK, has beaten 
the cancer and read a poem 
lasi night he wrote called, "I low 
Much feu Mean to Me.' to show 
his respect for the students, 
"Its hard to go out and dance 
lor all those hours and make a 
difference," he said. "I have so 
much respect foi them." 
I he Krawetzkes show their 
appreciation by returning to i IM 
every year 
Ihc family likes to come 
to DM late at night to rub the 
dancers'  feel  and  encourage 
DANCE MARATHON, PAGE 2 
Congress overwhelmingly approves historic overhaul of spy agencies 
By Jesse J. Holland 
IHt RSSOCIMSD PRESS 
WASHINGTON — Yesterday 
Congress ordered the biggest 
overhaul of U.S. intelligence 
in a half-century, replacing a 
network geared to the (iild War 
fight against communism with a 
post-Sept. 11 structure requiring 
military and civilian spy agen- 
cies to work together against 
terrorists intent on holy war. 
The Senate overwhelmingly 
passed the legislation B9-2, one 
day after the House easily pushed 
through the compromise strong- 
ly endorsed by President Bush. 
"The world has changed, said 
Sen, Joseph IJeberman, D-Conn. 
'Our terrorist enemies today 
make no distinction between 
soldiers and civilians, between 
foreign and domestic locations 
when they attack us," 
The Sepl. 11 terrorist attacks 
three years ago on New York City 
and Washington, which killed 
nearly 3,000 people, proved 
that the intelligence opera- 
tion established in World War II 
and modified afterward to fight 
communism wasn't effective 
enough against die threats of 
the new century, senators said 
Wednesday. 
"We are rebuilding a structure 
dial was designed for a differ- 
ent enemy at a different time, a 
sti in tore that was designed for 
the Cold War and has not proved 
agile enough to deal with (he 
direats of the 21st century," said 
Senate Governmental Affairs 
chairwoman Susan Collins, 
R-Maine. 
Sens. Robert Byrd, D-W. Va., 
and James Inhofe, R-Okla., voted 
against the bill, with Byrd saying 
that it was folly to expect a law to 
make America safer from foreign 
terrorists. 
"No legislation alone can 
forestall a terrorist attack on our 
nation,'' Hud said. 
Outside the Senate doors 
were several of the family 
members who had lobbied 
Congress carrying pictures of 
their loved lines  who died  In 
Pennsylvania, the WosVd trade 
i enter or the Pentagon 
"1 don't think we've ivallv 
digested it yet," said Mary 
lelchel, a social worker from 
New l an.Kin Conn, whose 
24-year-old son Brad died ,u the 
World Trade Center. "It's been 
very emotional." 
I lie Sepl. II commission. In 
its July report, said disharmony 
among intelligence agencies 
contributed to the inability of 
government officials to stop the 
attacks, The government failed 
to recognize the danger posed 
by Al-Qaida and was ill-prepared 
to respond to the terrorist threat 
the report concluded. 
In response, the legislation 
establishes a new director of 
national intelligence to oversee 
the nation's 15 military and civil- 
ian spy agencies and make sure 
they work together to forestall 
future  attacks.   The  bipartisan 
commission said that didn't hap- 
pen before terrorists Dew airlin- 
ers into the World hade (eiitet 
and the Pentagon. 
The Intelligence director will 
not be part of the presidents 
Cabinet but is to have the same 
access as the defense secretary 
and die secretary of state. I le will 
have authority to move intelli- 
gence assets around die globe to 
keep an eye on terrorist groups 
like \l-t,laida —as well as nai ic in- 
like North Korea and Libya 
Bush has not yet decided w hot n 
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Moves will be made 'quickly' 
CONGRESS. FROM PAGE 1 
ICJ nominate lo be the first 
intelligence director, 
spokesman Scon McClellan 
said 
"We will move as 
quickly as we i an, obviously to 
implement the provisions and 
mini' forward on the steps it 
calls lor iii this legislation, he 
said 
Six years aftei the lapanese 
bombing   ol   Pearl   Harbor 
— after World War II was won 
— Congress created the < i.V 
one ol the sp) agencies the 
national intelligencedliectorwill 
now direct in the fight against 
terrorism. 
"lusi as the National Security 
Act oi 1947 was passed to 
prevent another Pearl Harbor, 
the Intelligence Reform Act will 
help us prevent another 9/11," 
Collins said. 
I hi- legislation includes a 
host ol other anti-terrorism 
provisions, such as allowing 
officials to wiretap "lone wolf' 
terror suspects .mil improv- 
ing airline baggage screening 
procedures, ii Increases the 
number of full-time border 
patrol agents by 2,000 per 
\iar for five years and impos- 
es new federal standards on 
information     that     driver's 
licenses must contain. 
( iinflicts      with       House 
Republicans over how the new 
national intelligence director 
would work with the nation's 
military held the bill up for two 
weeks, and the legislation was 
almost scrapped by lawmakers. 
lint heavy lobbying by the 
bipartisan commission and 
by families of the attacks' 
victims kept the legislation alive 
through the summer politi- 
cal conventions, the election 
and a postelection lame duck 
session oi Congress. Bush and 
Vice President Dick Cheney 
pushed hard in the final days. 
But not all lawmakers were 
pleased with the final product. 
Some complained that the bill 
didn't do enough to stop illegal 
immigration. 
"We must address these 
vulnerabilities very soon 
because we know America's 
enemies diligently probe our 
vulnerabilities to carry out their 
deadly intentions," said 1 louse 
ludiciary Chairman lames 
Sensenbrenner, R-Wis., who 
failed in his attempt to make 
the bill prohibit giving drivers 
licenses to illegal immigrants. 
Holiday happenings help kids fit in 
Brain McRobtrts BG News 
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT: Deborah Ehrick, left, and Marissa Mizer decoration 
for the children's Christmas party yesterday in Toledo. 
HSA. FROM PAGE 1 
making crafts, meeting Santa 
and having balloon animals 
made for him by the two clowns 
mat attended yesterdays party. 
My son is' able to interact 
with children with the same 
needs as his own," Zcman 
said. "livery year we sec 
different people. He enjoys 
coining and interacting with 
oilier kjds. Genet) has made a 
lot of new friends." 
/••man added that at past 
Christmas panics she lias met 
the parents ol Garretts friends 
and compared notes with them 
about  the health issues their 
children bee. 
"Its amazing to see how [the 
children] progress,' Zeman 
said." therapists are wonderful 
for these kids." 
For occupational therapist 
Tina Roman and other health 
care professionals at the hos- 
pital, the Christmas party is "an 
opportunity for us to sec our 
patients outside of the sessions 
we have [with] them." 
Roman said that while 
some children arc hesitant to 
associate with their therapists 
outside   of  regular  hospital 
visits, most children are so 
caught up In the fun of the party 
that they are very welcoming to 
the professionals. 
"A few associate us with work 
and therapy, but the majority 
do not," she said 
Human said that while the 
hospital-funded party is usually 
successful and well-attended, 
it would be helpful if area busi- 
nesses and organizations could 
help to fund the event. 
I don't think the 
community knows we do 
this with our own budge'," 
Roman said. "I would like the 
community to know dud we do 
this lor the public, and get some 
support from them." 
University   senior   Marissa 
Mizer was Impressed by the 
positive atmosphere of the 
party 
"There was a really 
accepting. friendly 
environment," she said 
Deborah Ehrick, a junior, 
agreed 
Citing the fact that most of 
the children at the party were 
disabled, Ehrick said. "I go) die 
idea dial the kids really didn't 
feel different" 
Impact of DM 
lifelong' for 
family, students 
DANCE MARATHON. FROM PAGE 1 
them. Karol said. 
"\bu have no idea how many 
lives you are changing.' Kami 
said to DM participants at last 
nights event "Because of your 
efforts 1(1 years ago, my son still 
stands 10 years later." 
Sam Kuntz, family relations 
chair for DM, said that this 
family is an example of 
the true impact that die 
organization and the students 
work has on people's lives in 
Northwest Ohio. 
"The fact that they are still 
involved in DM shows how 
much of an impact it really does 
make on these families' lives I'm 
the long term," he said. It's not 
just32 hours, its lifelong." 
The courage and the strength 
of the children and their 
families exemplify what DM is 
all about, kuntz said. 
"The miracle families are a 
personal connection to DM and 
the dancers and moralers get to 
know them, which gives them 
more of a reason for everything 
they're doing," he said. "We 
receive just as much strength 
from the miracle family as they 
do from us." 
Dance Marathon is a 
weekend where the kids can 
lorget their problems and 
struggles and feel like a part 
ul something, said Brittany 
Barhite. public relations chair 
for the group. 
"You see those kids that are 
Suffering and they are still doing 
well, dies' still smile, they're still 
playful and hopeful," she said. 
" I hev're the epitome of I )M." 
kuntz said that one of the 
comments he hears most from 
families is dial DM helps their 
children fed accepted. 
"When their child is at a DM 
event or at DM itself, they're not 
the "bald" kid or the kid in the 
'wheelchair." they're Daniel or 
Su//ie," he said." 'I"hey are just 
themselves. 
When Jacob was a miracle 
child, the smdents treated him 
like a kid, not like a kid with 
cancer, Karol said. 
"lacob was still a person and 
vv e w ere still people," she said to 
students last night. "Because of 
v our efforts, lacob has less than 
a one percent chance that the 
cancer will come back." 
HOUSES AVAILABLE 
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
146% MANVILLE 1 BR Upper Unit Limit 2 people Limit 2 
cars. $440 per month, Deposit $440. Tenants pay utilities. 
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
219 W. EVERS 3 BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. 
Tenants pay utilities. One car garage, washer, dryer hook- 
ups. $775 per month. Deposit $775. Lease dates- 
May 14. 2005- May 6, 2006 
327 E. EVERS. SB 2 BR Duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 
cars. $690 per month, Deposit $690. Tenants pay gas and 
electric. Lease dates-August 18. 2005 -August 5, 2006. 
412 RIDGE STREET 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
$960 per month. Deposit $960 Tenants pay utilities. 
Lease dates-August 18. 2005 -Augusf 5, 2006. 
422 CLOUGH STREET 2 BR unit above garage. Limit 2 
people. Limit 2 cars $490 per month. Deposit $490. 
Tenants pay utilities Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - 
May 6. 2006 
605 SECOND. #A 4 BR Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars. $780 
per month, Deposit $780. Tenants pay utilities. Lease 
dates-August 18, 2005 -August 5. 2006. 
614 FOURTH 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $840 per 
month. Deposit $840. Tenants pay utilities. Has washer 
and dryer. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
$880 per month, Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities. 
Tenants have use of garage   Has washer and dryer and 
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
710 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
$740 per month, Deposit $740 Tenants pay utilities. Has 
washer and dryer Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August 
5, 2006. 
714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 
cars $680 per month, Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities. 
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
MO-WO'/a SCOTT HAMILTON 3 BR Duplex. Limit 5 
people Limit 5 cars. $925 per month. Deposit $925. 
Tenants pay utilities. Air Conditioned. Lease dates-May 
14, 2005 - May 6, 2006 
We have many other apartments available. Stop in 
the Rental Office for a complete brochure. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell) 
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5:00 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Will Clark    N»s 
IN THE CROWDS: II was standing room only last night in Olscamp Hall lo hear Baldemar Velasquez speak. 
Velasquez-. Stand for values America "holds dear" 
VELASQUEZ. FROM PAGE I 
work, Velasquez took a foot ruler 
to the fields to figure out the aiea 
of the acres and the money they 
were promised for each acre 
they harvested 
"To watch rrrj dad swallow 
his dignity, as a man," he said. 
"When you grow up string your 
mom and your dad treated like 
that—you grow up an angry old 
man.' 
11 lose are the tilings that 
inspired Velasquez to educate 
himself, to do something for his 
family and for justice, he said. 
"All the things that made me 
mad, we talk about die body. 
soul, spirit of America, well the 
soul is the emotions, the will, 
die intellect in this society it is 
us," he said "lliat's the battle- 
ground" 
It is the interaction, die Inter- 
relating and communication 
thai is the key, Velasquez said 
It was the failure of this thai 
lead   a   nationwide   strike   of 
Campbells in 1978 that brought 
a three-way pad in which 
growers agreed to give limited 
medical, holiday and a wage 
increase to more than 600 
hundred workers on 2H farms. 
He has helped negotiate 
agreements with Heinz 1J.W 
and its growers who signed a 
Contract with HOC cover- 
ing about 7IKI workers, among 
many other accomplishments. 
"We've got mountains to 
move because the obstacles are 
so big," Velasquez said. 
His fob is working to make 
justice for everybody He said 
II is the emotions, die drive of 
feelings to push for liberty and 
(usiu e Ini even one and trusting 
that solutions i an be found with 
dialogue. 
"We have to stand for these 
principles that America holds 
deal because let me tell you. 
when you make those things 




BG News contest 
entries due today 
All entries for our "Pimp 
Your Pad" Contest are due 
today liy 5 p.m. Iliotos of 
what makes your off-campus 
bouse oi apartment the bed 
in town can bee mailed toe 
tlicncvvswbgnews.com or 
dropped oil in the lit I News 
newsroom, 210VMwl I i.ill 
['lease include your filll first 
and last name, veil at the 
University, address, phone 
number and e-mail addn - 
with your entry One winner 
will be selected by the IK. 
News staff and will receive a 
gift certificate to buy more 




tonight at Howards 
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity 
will host its annual Christmas 
raffle tonight at Howards 
Club H on Main Street 
Rattle ticket! are SI each 
for cash prizes, gift certificates 
and a DVD player. Tickets are 
hursarahle and can be 
purchased today at in the 
Union lobby in bundles of six 
tickets, less at f I a piece, 10 
for$7orl5for$IO. 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM Thursday. December 9,2004 3 
GLASS SALE IN TIME FOR GIFT GIVING 
The Student Art Glass Association will host its holiday 
glass sale today and Friday from 9 a.m.-7 p.m. and 
Saturday from 6-9 p.m. in room 1206 of the Fine Arts 
Center. All items are bursarable. 
www.Dgnews.com/catnpu5 
CAMPUS 
Princeton pro£ sizes up brains    HEAD TO HEAD 
By Rachel Rothschild 
1H[ DAILY PRINCEI0NI4N 
PRINCETON, N.J. — Molecular 
biology professor Sam Wang's 
15 minules in the spotlight 
came in the months leading up 
to the presidential election. His 
launch of a Web site that ana- 
lyzed election surveys garnered 
national attention as one of 
the best predictors of what the 
election might hold. 
But in the end, his analysis 
predicted John Kerry would 
win. 
He might not have accurate- 
ly predicted what Americans 
were thinking, but in his pri- 
mary area of research he seeks 
to understand how the brain 
works. 
In doing so, he is hoping to 
answer some of the most fun- 
damental questions about life, 
learning, memory and intelli- 
gence. 
Wang and his lab group of 
eight students spend their days 
studying the brains of mam- 
mals in Guyot Hall. They study 
their design and how that 
affects intelligence. 
"We're interested in how 
brains learn and change in 
response to experiences in the 
world," he said. 
In trying to understand intel- 
ligence, Wang is grappling with 
how animals form and store 
memories. 
His idea is based on nerve 
cell connections in junctions 
called synapses, which have a 
strength that can change OVW 
time. 
Abraincanreceivethousands 
of inputs in these synapses at 
once, which form a complex 
network within the brain. 
It you can take tools of net- 
work analysis and how net- 
works learn and store infor- 
mation, lyou can] use those 
ideas to try to understand brain 
architecture," Wang said. 
Wang is attempting to use 
theoretical approaches to 
understand brain architecture 
and inner workings. 
Recently, he has made some 
important discoveries in which 
he compared the human brain 
structure to the avian brain. 
Humans brains are HO per- 
cent cortex, the largest per- 
centage among all organisms, 
Wang said. 
"In mammals, the thing 
that seems to be a hallmark 
of behavioral complexity and 
social complexity is having a 
big cortex. What we found is 
that birds don't have a cortex, 
but they have a similar struc- 
ture in their forebrain," he said. 
In arriving at his conclusions, 
Wang studied brains of many 
birds including crows, parrots, 
ducks and quail, which led him 
to realize there is as much vari- 
ation among birds' brain struc- 
tures as there is in mammals'. 
"We discovered something 
deep about what it is thai makes 
the brain intelligent in a bird 
that in some sense is shared 
in structure with mammals. So 
one thing thai would be really 
interesting would be to start 
thinking about how you would 
extend that to even other ani- 
mals," Wang said. 
Attempting to compare intel- 
ligence across species raises the 
question of how humans have 
defined intelligence. 
Wang said he dreams that his 
research will one day become 
part of the science curriculum. 
"I know it sounds a little bit 
corny but on some level that's 
a measure of whether you 
really discovered something,'' 
he said. 
Brian McRoberts 8GNevw 
PLAY VIRTUAL BALL: Josh Burdine and James Allen play in the 




8 a.m. -6 p.m. 
"Natures Apprentice" 
Works by Dm id Spasic 
Union i»il\eries 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Holiday Stocking Raffle 
Union I obby 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Design Migrations Art 
Exhibition 
Hue Arts Center - Willianl 
Wwiketmtw Cutlery 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Pet Stocking Sale 
i he Pre-Veterinary Medical 
Assoc will be selling pet stock- 
ings for $2 for the holidays 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Food/Toy Drive. Sponsored by 
Alpha Kappa Alpha. 
Alpha Kappa Alpha will be 
collecting food and toys and 
will also have information on 
I Icalth Awareness Day 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Phi Beta Sigma Raffle 
I'hi Beta Sigma will be raffling 
off cash prizes, a DVD player, 
and gift certificates with pro- 
ceeds going to the March of 
Dimes 
Union Lobby 
II a.m.-2 p.m. 
Finals Week Survival Kits 
SAA will distribute Finals Week 
Survival Kits to off-campus 
students who have had one 
purchased lor them 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Life Flight Fundraiser, 
Sponsored by Dance Marathon 
Union Loblry 
3 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
Toledo Zoo Ticket Sales, This 





Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
6 -8 p.m. 
Stop on out to the Visual 
Communication Technology 
(Irganization Open Lab and 
get assistance and the answers 
to your questions from experi- 
enced VCTO members 
247 Tech Building 
Want a New Car 
before you graduate? 






1225 N Main St. B.C.. • (419) 353-5751 • »«» lhayerBG.com 
Student Health Service 
■HOLIDAY      BREAK       HOURS' 
Monday. December 20 
I -4 PM Pharmacy ONLY 
Monday, December 27 
10 AM-4 PM 
January 3-7 
10 AM - 4 PM 
We will be open until 5:30 on 
Friday. December 17. 
Don'l target to refill your 
prescription of pick-up your 
allergy serum before leaving. 
Have a safe and happy Holiday Season! 
Join Copper Beech 
at The Junction 
Friday 8 to 11p.m. 
Must stop by our office 
at 119 E. Court Street to 
be eligible for party specials. 
LARGEST AND NICEST 2, 3, & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOMES 
• Spacious Living Room and Full Size Kitchen 
• Private bath in each Bedroom-plus half bath for your guests 
12,000 square feet ot living space over three levels 
• Huge deck to share with your neighbor 
1 Free High Speed Internet & Cable connection in each room 
PRICES SO LOW YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE! 
Copper Beech & 
W    N    llll   M   I 
\l \l I    Nl  I  I I  S 
119 E. Court Street 




OTJOENT ART DISPLAYS 
FACULTY EXHIBITION 
ORADUATE STUDIO TOUflS 
JAPANESE TEA ROOM PRESENTATION 
OeSKJN MIGRATIONS EXHIBITION 
LIVE MuSlC A REFRESHMENTS 
ARTWORK FOR SALE TO 
*UFPORT STUDENT OROAMeATlONS 
(0«EAT GIFTS *OR THE HOLIDAYS' ) 
BGSU FINE ARTS CENTER 
FOR MORE INFORMATION (419) 372-2786 
infyrop fatace 
400 E. Napoleon Road 
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
(419)352-9135 
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com 
•High Speed Internet 
•Shuttle service to and from campus 
swimming pools. 
•3 Laundromats 
•1 and 2 
( 
4 Thursday. December 9.2004 WWW.B6NEWS.COM 
QUOTEI \ninn- 
"You go to war with the Army you have... 
You can have all the armor in the world on 
a tank and it can (stillI be blown up." 
I )cfense Secretary I tanald Rumsfeld, responding to a soldier's question about 
the lack of properly armored vehicles for U.S. forces in Iraq. 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
WIRE Kl>lTOIilAI.   DAILY I.OBO (I'. NEW MK.XK'O) 
The source of FCC complaints 
Who can forget the horror ol 
this year's display at the Super 
Howi - N'ipplegate - when 
many Americans were 
devastated by being exposed 
or having their children 
exposed to lanet lack son's 
barely visible breast for two 
seconds in the middle of a 
three-hour celebration of 
large men in spandex running 
into each other? 
The breadth of the 
sorrow wrought upon the 
nation was made evident 
by the suddenly crusading 
Federal Communications 
Commission, whose heavy 
fines for broadcast indecency 
against each local station that 
aired the Super Bowl were 
justified by chairman Michael 
Powell. 
He cited hundreds of 
thousands of citizen 
complaints received in the 
days after the mammary 
mishap, compared to only 
14,000 in 2003 and 350 each 
for the previous two years. 
Already this year, more than 
1 million complaints have 
been sent to the FCC 
concerning television 
broadcasts. Only half resulted 
from the Super Bowl incident. 
Obviously, the nation is 
united in its outrage at the 
content washing over the 
impressionable youth of 
America. 
Of course, what Powell 
failed to mention to Congress 
was 99.8 percent of all 
complaints received in 2003 
came from a single source, the 
activist decency group Parents 
Television Council. 
In 2004, 99.9 percent of 
the million-plus complaints 
came from the same source. 
As reported by the media 
journal Mediaweek, official 
documents from the FCC's 
Enforcement Bureau show 
unique individual complaints 
are extremely few and far 
between. 
Many broadcasters are 
now demanding fines - such 
as a $1.2 million proposal 
against FOX and its affiliates 
for "Married by America" - be 
rescinded, as offenses are 
based on a violation of 
community standards, and 
the council's small, radical 
community doesn't count. 
As much as I despise reality 
shows featuring midget 
strippers receiving plastic 
surgery, I certainly don't 
think the federal government 
should be dispensing 
punishments based on the 
offended tastes of a few 
spam-happy culture warriors. 




This summer 1 fulfilled the 
activist dream. 
I traveled to the Mexican 
stale of Chiapas where, in 
1994, the indigenous Zapatista 
National liberation Army rose 
up to oppose to the implemen- 
tation of the North American 
Free Trade Agreement. Their 
revolution n-sulted in the 
seizure of large parts of the 
state, re-invigorating the global 
left and raising questions 
about the merits of 
ncolibcralism. 
1 flew there with other 
students to learn more about 
lair trade coffee by living with 
coffee farmers and visiting their 
cooperatives. The end goal of 
the trip is to expand fair trade 
coffee in Ann Arbor, Mich., by 
creating direct links between 
impoverished coffee fanners 
in Mexico and socially con- 
scious consumers in Ann Arbor, 
ensuring that die symbol of 
resistance to global 
capitalism can be commodified 
and consumed to the benefit of 
all parties. 
The Zapatistas held their 
uprising the day after NAFTA 
went into effect to protest the 
marginalization of indigenous 
populations that tends to go 
hand in hand with free trade. 
On New Year's Day in 1994. 
their irregular army made itself 
known try seizing the state's 
capital in a scream for social 
justice. Their rebellion was 
brutally put down, forcing 
them to retreat back into the 
Lacandon jungle, where they 




Instantly became an 
international celebrity cast in 
the mold of Che Guevara. It 
wasn't important that he is 
(allegedly) not an indigenous 
farmer, but is in fact a former 
college professor. The mystique 
provided by his ubiquitous 
black mask injected sexiness 
and intrigue into the struggle. 
His masked face became the 
marketable embodiment of 
revolution and social justice. 
ensuring media attention and 
global sympathy. 
The capital of Chiapas, San 
Cristobal de las Casas, is an 
activist Mecca plastered with 
consumable images of 
revolution made popular by 
Marcos. There are hip 
nightclubs with names like "La 
Revolucion," featuring murals 
of Emiliano Zapata painted 
behind bottles of Bacardi 151. 
Among the ancient colonial 
city, one can find opportunistic 
street vendors selling key chains 
exhibiting Marcos' masked face 
and one of his out-of-context 
quotes idealizing revolution. 
Not to be outdone, the 
Zapatistas themselves are 
capitalizing on these images. 
After driving by countless 
military bases on gutted 
mountain roads to meet with 
the Zapatista governing body in 
the autonomous community of 
Oventic, we were sent to wait in 
the Zapatista gift shop to peruse 
the CD selections and purchase 
inspirational T-shirts. 
This commodification of the 
revolution plays directly into 
the hands of the Zapatistas, as 
it allows diem to spread their 
image as well as their 
message. When student 
activists from the University 
buy violent Zapatista T-shirts, 
they are both projecting their 
own edginess and expanding 
awareness of the Zapatista 
struggle - even if the awareness 
is limited to romantically vague 
notions of rebellion. 
The concept of fair trade 
coffee uses these flashy images 
to find market solutions for 
problems caused by the market 
itself. Instead of selling coffee to 
conniving middlemen who will 
then sell to coffee shops, 
farmers have the option of 
selling directly to Ann Arbor 
coffee vendors, guaranteeing 
them a fair price for their coffee 
and providing Ann Arborites an 
inexpensive way to soothe their 
liberal guilt. Everyone wins. 
It is easy to be cynical about 
fair trade coffee. After all, it is 
based on the somewhat 
contradictory idea that you 
have to use capitalism to fight 
capitalism. 
Then again, it's easy for me to 
gaze into my cup of fair trade 
coffee and feel ideologically 
uneasy about the commodi- 
fication of rebellion when I'm 
not the one whose stomach 
is swelling due to malnutri- 
tion. My privileged position 
lets me claim the moral high 
ground, but it's insulting for me 
to demand that impoverished, 
oppressed coffee farmers 
conform to my concept of 
rebellion in order to make me 
feel better about my own 
consumption habits. 
COFFEE, PAGE 5 




















"Yes, I like it black." 
EMILY VANDE VELDE 
JUNIOR, IPC 
"Yes, because there's a 
lot of fun creamers to 





"No, it stinks." 
JIM 0LEFF 
JUNIOR, ACCOUNTING 
"Just drink coffee one 
day at a time... 262 
rules." 
Students get fatter, 
thanks to finals 
Winter is coming and that 
means one thing for Ohioans: 
Time to fatten up. 
Ohio winters get pretty cold 
and it is necessary to build up an 
extra layer of fat to survive and 
finals week is a good week to 
get a head start on die fattening 
process. 
Stress levels for students 
during finals week rise faster 
than Karl Rove every time he 
hears another dirty Muslim has 
been brought to "Texas lustice." 
Stress leads people to eat 
So, finals week is 
actually a gift from 
the University. It is 
a Christmas gift to 
the students from 
professors and 
administrators. 
I say students 
should be thank- 
ful for this gift 
i> GEORGE VALKO 
■*«»>«<S^UF30 




the University of Wisconsin- 
Madison have concluded that 
people who sleep less are more 
likely to eat more. That means 
the later one stays up watching 
TV or pom or your hot next door 
neighbor or dreaming of the first 
time you climbed the gym rope 
in class, the more likely they are 
tu get fat 
The lost sleep during finals 
week and the increased stress 
all lead to the girl down the hall 
being called Fatty McEatsalot. 
But like I said it is a gift If 
you are lucky, your finals week 
will be so successful that by 
Christmas, students will not 
even need to wear a winter coat 
when they head outside. 
It is also sexier than you could 
possibly imagine What guy has 
never fantasized about mak- 
ing out with a girl and that first 
grab of fat deposits on the upper 
thigh that just drives men wild? 
In fact, larger people are 
becoming the trend in America. 
We are in the midst of an 
obesity epidemic, and there 
is no sign that Americans are 
changing. Bigger is better, and 
that is the way we like our ladies. 
According to WebMD, "Being 
too fat may limit the ability of 
doctors to diagnose conditions 
through imaging techniques 
such as ultrasound, MM, or CT 
scan,"however, since fat has 
become the new heroin chic, 
health concerns and doctors can 
eatabigfat@$%#. 
Lucky for you and me, the fast 
food companies have anticipat- 
ed this trend, or at least adapted 
to it. McDonalds offers its "Super 
Size," Wendy's has a "Biggie Size," 
"This is not 








and recently Hardees came up 
with the "Monster Burger." 
The Monster Burger can 
provide a growing booty 1,420 
calories and 107 grams of fat. 
The recommended dairy calorie 
intake, mind you, is 2,000 calo- 
ries. That is 71 percent of the cal- 
ories adults need 
per day. Throw 
in a large fry and 
a large Coke, and 
you are exceed- 
ing the dairy 
recommenda- 
tion. The nice 
folks at Hardees 
are just making 
it easier to get 
all the calories 
students could 
need in one sit- 
ting. Finals week 
comes, and students are eating 2 
or 3 a day. In my opinion, doing 
this is just the fastest and most 
well-respected way to bulk up 
for the winter months. 
This is not a new trend, of 
course. Americans have been 
leaning towards Big Beautiful 
Women for decades. 
There was the J-Lo infatuation 
at the turn of the millennium. If 
students at the University can 
remember that far back, it was a 
time of big booty. Everyone was 
looking for a women with junk 
in the trunk, and I-Lo had the 
best junk in the trunk to offer. 
She even insured her junk in 
case the junk dealers decided to 
break into her trunk and steal all 
her goods. 
One can look even further 
back, all the way to Sir Mix-a- 
lx>t if need be. He once said, in 
an address to the graduates 
of booty-shakeology of the 
esteemed Harvard Business 
School, "My anaconda don't 
want none unless you got buns 
hon'." And that just about sums 
up our generation: We like the 
big booty shakes. 
So take your finals seriously, 
and get to eating. For all va'll 
ladies out there, it is a good way 
to get that fine hunk of meat you 
have been after all semester. 
And for all ya'U fellas, encour- 
age your honey to eat all she can 
and maybe one day, you will 
be the envy of all on the dance 
floor. People will be saying "Who 
is that lucky bastard with that 
fiiiiine-ass girl over there?" 
Heck, even white boys got to 
shout, baby got back. 
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NPR took Smiley for granted 
LEAH 
SAMUEL 
KRT Qmipus Columnist 
Tavis Smiley's departure from 
National Public Radio will be a 
loss not only to blacks but also 
to all NPR listeners. 
For its pan, NPR issued a 
vague statement thai is long on 
happy talk about Smiley 
helping to "jump start" its 
effort at reaching blacks. 
Smiley's departing letter to 
local stations asserts that NPR 
has "failed to meaningfully 
reach out to a broad sped rum 
of Americans who would 
benefit from public radio." 
Smiley may simply have 
been tired of banging his head 
against the racial wall. I le told 
me when I interviewed him 
a year ago that he was often 
frustrated and exhausted from 
doing the work invohed In 
putting together a meaningful 
show fi\e times a week, while 
at the same time tussling 
frequently with NPR over the 
show's tone and guests 
The most difficult thing that I 
have had to do," he told me "is 
fight a culture at NPR, a culture 
that is antithetical to the best 
Interests of people of color." 
lite African American Public 
Radio Consortium, which 
helped recruit Smiley lout years 
ago, lias meanwhile urged 
Smilevs listeners to stay with 
NPR. Perhaps they will.'as \TH 
embarks on a search lor a new 
permanent host to replace 
Smiley, 
But Smiley is a personality 
with particular cachet among 
many blacks. I le has a fan base 
that has followed him from his 
days on Black Entertainment 
television to "The Tom loyncr 
Morning Show" on 
black 
commercial radio. 
And there is a 
strong possibility 
thai the many ears 
of color dial Smiley 
brought to NPR will 
not find enough to 
keep their attention 
once he leaves, 
I herein lies a 
fundamental 
problem with NPII's 
approach to 
diversity: One show 
cannot carry die 
burden of overcoming a long- 
standing culture that (ailed to 
reach people of color. 
NPR research shows" I he 
Tavis Snnlex sin m" to have a 
listenership that is 29 percent 
black and 40 percent under the 
age of 44. Each measure is the 
highest of any NPR program. 
making the show's audience 
among the most diverse in 
public radio. 
In addition. NPR asked 
Smiley to work this particular 
miracle and then proceeded to 
question the way he did it." I he 
struggle thai I am engaged in, 
and that my staff is engaged in. 
istoget this network to 
understand that we live in the 
most multicultural, multiracial 
and multiethnic America ever, 
and thai we know how to do 
ilnsshou " he told me. 
During Smiley's time at NPR, 
the network and its stations 
reportedly questioned his 
openness with his liberal 
political 
\ iew s, his 
Irreverent 




as well as to 
allow a few 
arguments to 






Smiley's boisterous and casual 
speaking style, widely 
recognized in black America 
but differeiil Ironi tin'conver- 
sational tone and ethnically 
neutral inflections of many 
MM) hosts. 
NPR wanted to bring about 
racial diversity in public radio 
but to somehow do H in a way 
that didn't disturb its status quo. 
Unfortunately; the ironic 
tesiili is that the network now 
bees the embarrassing loss of 
a key playei in Its dream of a 
more multicultural NPR. This 
tna] COS) it some goodwill, 
especially among the listeners 
of color that it wanted so much 
to attract. 
"NPR wanted 
to bring about 
racial diversity 
in public radio 
but to somehow 
do it in a way 
that didn't 
disturb its status 
quo." 
COFFEE, FROM PAGE 4 
According to the I ligher 
GroundsTrading t lompany, bit 
trade directly benefits the 
coffee farmers ol (iiiapas hv 
paying them abnon three 
times the current market price 
for coffee. 
In Chiapas, more than three 
out of every lour indigenous 
children under the age of five 
are malnourished, and nine out 
ol 10 indigenous homes do not 
have tunning water, meaning 
that am boost in income is 
crucial to their sum\al. 
According to a report release 
byOxtam.an International 
nongovernmental organization 
focusing on sustainable 
development Issues, worldwide 
coffee prices have plummeted 
to about 25 percent of their 
lev els -HI years ago. meaning 
farmers are often unable to 
I in er the costs of production. 
let alone the costs ol food and 
healthcare, 
Farmers who selltheit 
coffee to fell trade vendors are 
guaranteed to make enough 
to cover the cost of production 
as well as living expenses, hut 
these vendors can onh, buj as 
much as the) are able to sell. 
I hat's win Brewing Hope 
was established 
Brewing Hope is a 
cheesBy tilled organization 
consisting of students and 
community members trying 
to expand the availability ol 
Chiapas fair trade coffee into 
Ann Arbor. A city that strives as 
hard to be considered socially 
aware as Vnn Arbor, Is fertile 
ground for something thai iM\ 
soquickt) and easily sadsfj a 
desire for social change 
All you have to do is spend 
a dollar on a cupol 'coffee, 
and you're doing your part to 
change the world 
Sure, its a perfect example of 
sell fulfillment through passive 
consumption. \l least in this 
. ase a has verj concrete 
positive results, 
Abstinence-only a scare tactic 
Campbell Hill Townhouses 
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why 
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell 
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from 
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance 
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your 
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for 
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question. 
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses 
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living 
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full 
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment 
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers, 
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes, 
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the 
living room. 
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST with 
a bed and dresser per person, a kitchen table and chairs, and a full 
living room set with lamps. Extra amenities included in select units are 
French double doors, washers/dryers, basement patios and ceramic 
tile floors. 
The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom townhouses start 
at $200.00 per person for five people and two bedroom townhouses 
range from $182.50 - $200.00 per person for four people. We dare you 
to compare- the competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up 
today for the best deal in town! 
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at 
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available 









Recently it was announced 
that die Bush Administration 
II was increasing government 
funding for groups thai teach 
abstinence-only "sexual 
education" courses, which 
actually provide little 
information about sex. This 
increase will add up to about 
$170 million next year. 
VVIiile 1 have no problem with 
telling kids that abstinence is 
the only sure way lo avoid preg- 
nancy, STDS and other results 
of sex, the abstinence programs 
that are being funded by the 
Hush Administration II are pre- 
senting misleading information, 
if not downright lies. 
\ recent government report, 
prepared by Hep. 1 lcnry 
Waxman (D-Calif.) was 
reported by Reuters on 1 Xx. 2 
as stating that "some 
labstinencel courses teach dial 
touching a pel son's genitals can 
lead to pregnancy, abortion can 
lead to sterility and suicide and 
half the gay, male teenagers in 
the United States have tested 
positive for the AIDS virus 
Of course, such information 
is obviously blatantly false and 
should raise red flags - but 
there's more. 
In the same I tor. 2 articles, 
Reuters and liie Washington 
I'osi also reported that 
Waxman's report found that 
some abstinence courses are 
also teaching that "a 43-day-old 
fetus is a 'thinking person. IIIY 
can be spread through tears 
and sweat, and condoms failed 
in prevent HTVtransmission 31 
percent ofthedmein 
heterosexual intercourse." 
Again, this Information is 
totally disingenuous. Exactly 
how do you prove a 43-day-old 
fetus is a "thinking person." give 
It an 1Q test! 
The first and second claims 
of some of these abstinence 
programs demand hard 
evidence that simply isn't there. 
[he percentage in die third 
claim is grossly Inflated (the 
failure rate is much, much 
lowerl and I'm wondering why 
abstinence programs report 
only a 3 l percent failure rate for 
spedflcaD) heterosexuals, 
Needless to say, Waxman had 
a lot to say about the report. 
CNN reported Waxman as 
slating, "It is absolutely vital 
that die health education 
provided to America's youth 
be scientifically and medically 
accurate. The abstinence-only 
programs reviewed in this 
report fail to meet this 
standard." CNN also reported 
that Waxman 
"While it appears 




to students with 
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I or im- 
part, I agree 
entirely whji Waxman and 
would add diat the information 
he learned also supports die 
conclusion that such programs 
are trying to scare kids from 
having sex, not educate them 
about it. Simply look at die 
inflated numbers and 
misleading information and 
you have feasible evidence. 
[hese abstinence only 
programs are just dial, 
abstinence-only. 
This is "education'' thai 
doesn't inform students about 
things a sexual education 
course would. So those 
students who decide nui to 
follow the path of abstinence 
during adolescence are done a 
disservice and left unprepared 
for how to practice sex as 
responsibly as possible. 
Social conservatives who 
support abstinence education 
seem to have this idea that 
sexual education courses 
promote sexual cue'ounters 
among students, 
Ol course they don't have any 
proof and just take the moral 
high ground by stating that se\ 
is KM racy and un-Chrislian for 
school, and should be put off 
tin marriage. 
While there is nothing wrong 
with this opinion, trying to 
enforce such morality on others 
Is unethical and leads to pro- 
grams like the onesWaxmans 
report was concerned with. 
While it appears thai not all 
abstinence only progiamsare 
blatantly lying to Students with 
misleading facts, most 
apparently are. 
When it comes to promoting 
sexual ignorance in students. 
they are all doing that bj 
keeping important information 
about sex from 
them. 
When I first 
H-,ul about 
Waxman's report I 
was immediately 
reminded of an 
amusing scene 
from one of the 
best movies I've 
seen all year 
-"Saved!* 
In one scene. 
Pastor Skip the 
principal ol 
American Eagle 
Christian I Ugh School, had 
been forced to teach a sexual 
education course and does so 
with male and female images 
whose private parts have been 
airbrushed /omitted. 
His final tiiought for the 
lesson was that ...good 
Christians dontgel jiggy with 
it until they're married.'' 
While'Saved!" is a very 
obvious spoof of conservative 
Christians (that you should 
see) it remains relevant, ITtese 
programs and the information 
Waxman learned about them 
Is exactly the material it was 
critiquing. 
In the end, ii appears that 
the $170 million the Bush 
Administration is providing for 
abstinence education isn't just 
to tell students not to have sex. 
I leek. I could do that for a lot 
less diat SI 7tl million. 
Instead, ibis money just 
seems to he going toward an 
effort to scare American youth 
with distortions and blatant lies 
about sex. 
Such a strategy leaves 
students sexually ignorant and 
at higher risk of the v ery things 
the abstinence programs are 








The BG News, the independent 
student daily newspaper at Bowling 
Green State University, is accepting 
applications for the following positions 
for spring 2005: 
Genera] Assignment Reporters 
Spoils Reporters 
Photographers (VCF coop eligible) 
Opinion Columnists 
Graphic Designers (VCF coop eligible) 
Copv Editors 
Gain the valuable communications, graphic design, critical 
thinking and leadership skills that can make a difference 
with your own career and the vitality of campus life at 
Bowling Green State University. Get involved! 
• Deadline to apply is 5 pm Friday, Dec. 10. 
• Interviews can be scheduled until the end of the semester. 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
(419) 352-0717 
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com 
CONTACT    EDITOR-IN-CHIEF    CARRIE    WHITAKER 
|WCARRIE«BGNfT.BGSU.EDUI    FOR    FURTHER    DETAILS 
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Loving Traditions 
° • Yarn Shoppe • 
'■**, 
Oust Arrived... 
Wonderful New Yarns 
Slop in to see our new 
surroundings & the newest yarns! 
Shoppe Hour* 
Mon - Fn   10am-6pm 
Sal 10-4 pm 
331 N Main Street 
Bowling Green. OH 1 
419-354-8700 
Handmade Items • Gift Ideas • Needles & Hooks 
Books & Patterns • Classes • Open Knits • New 
Knitter's Review Stationary Items • Gift Cards 
j£#?f/%iti&f& 
I 
TOTAL SPORT SOURCE 
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTING & EMBROIDERY •& 
FOR *,' 
INTRAMURAL TEAMS, GROUPS. RESIDENTIAL FLOORS,     &f. 
AND ORGANIZATIONS jl 
• T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, FIEECES,        S 
NOVELTY GIFTS & MORE SL 
diverxily ^ boutiqifl 
Holiday Sale 
15% OFF 
Any 1 item in the store$\ 
l1«ludes vintage .',- /eweln \t 
December 9-18 
(419)353-7259 
fJJ..? Wtsl POE R~, BRING IN THIS AD AND GET 25% OFF i 
4,9 353R"u ANYTHING IN THE STORE! i 
WWW.TSPORTSOUNCE.COM s'»"'   HOURS;        MOM  - IRI 10-S       SA1 'I   12 
ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY SAVE AN EXTRA 10% 
'I'V'f*      Brake Pads and Shoes 
Ineludss FREE Inspect/on 
Sal a Enas Saan 
Hurry In And Save! e 
WILL MEET. OR BEAT AN* COMPETITOR Of KB 
■UP TO |19 RETAIL VALUE PER AXL*. 
MM MO CARRYOUT   LABOR EXTRA 








HO OTHIB DISCOUNTS Am.' - E*»l««fS IM!fl4 
Si I" 
Oil Change 
and Tire Rotation 
5W20; 5W30; or 10W30 Includad 
Includes FREE Inspection 
*HMI Can 4 Light IrucM 
PIU» rn.no-n>ftilil r„   Pfe* StAM TM 
_   "i» MCpUMTI APCIV   , nvi ,j n,M 
POIN- IT RIGHT-EVERY CAR, EVERY DAY 
v$BiBS?W0 SWWCf CfrVTFBS 
999 South Wain Street - Across from ALDI Foods 
Find Mora Coupons On-line;  thatireman.com 
200% 
PRICE GUARANTEE 
We Will Not Be Undersold 
in lha oniikaly avani ,ow nnd a low*, 
prtc« on DM Mm* Ma any**i*ta in 
M,o>n,n un to 6 m©» 
WE'LL REFUND 200% 









s#r I  I 
Fiestasqions 
free $5 gift certificate 





no double discounts, valid with coupon only at 




no double discounts, valid with coupon only at 




$10 off for any 




•l—i   I—i | .,[—T   s~ m 
iood through 2004 j 
The Newest Urban and Hip-Hop Apparel for a low price 












off regular pricedl 
merchandise for 
any BGSU Student 






his and her 
matching outfits 
Raca^iueaRl 
We accept all major credit cards! 
1234 N. Main (Rt. 25) 
Bowling Green, OH 4340? 
(419) 353-2980 
V 
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&(•YOCA...PIU*TES...YOCILATEsY& 






Scarves   S|Q    Earrings 5- 10 
ACCESSORIZE SJ3JMONROE • (Foodlown Conlorl 
******r*"fc,i 419841-8556 
in a relaxing and well-appointed studio setting 
J 
Bafonce      **& 
uest ^Qy 
'   nh QnVI Sme( 
Bo»ling Iif«it. (Hint 43402 
I'or information: 
K-mail yoginldar(a aol.com 





<<&■-<&- ^^^^-^--^-^^-^ 4h 
Custom D^coral^d Sportswear for ihe Holidays! 
sz     ^"N* '/or thai 'Personalized &&< 
Open Mon.-Fri. 10-6, 
Tues.   10-5 
Headware  •  Embroidery 
Sweats  •  Jackets 
Aprons  •  Towels 




'Wishing you and yours a 
•'iiiffni and Safe HoCiaay Season! 
902 E. Wooster St. 
THE FLOWER BASKET 
Unique and fun holiday gifts 
for you and your home! 
Beautiul fresh arrangements & plants 
Silk arrangements & wreaths 
Holiday decorations 
Wonderfully scented candles 
Cift baskets 
Unique gift items 
and so much more 
*t&    \A   \A    \A     \A    \t€*     *.A>    MS*    *.& 
* 
* 
bObU Mom and Dad Sweatshirts also Grandma, Grandpa, %# 
Aunt, Uncle, Sister, Brother, Alumni A—-w 
(press on, sew on and embroidered.) ( (^s^ 
Collegiate Connection 
Ohio's Largest Selection of 
Sorority and Fraternity Products 
Free BGSU coffee mug 
with the purchase of a 






Sun 12-5 * 
MS*   *i*K*    MS*     MS*    -iUS*     yA    MS*    MS* 
Get This Great Deal! 





■noil ftm IS» 1) 
■ itlinlftaUSIlM 
*.. Only M « 
$49.99 
iltn nuil tr '(bilf 
IfHilPrn* JM« 
Veil HI ttbolr $50 00 
No. (M» $« »9 
■    i 
lens apply 
Hr   2yoarcootractrequ.red     «0,0I8|8VMS 




21 MMMIc 2IMMH8 
1071IW St it WMttW WlIM SL u Caiinm 
MartinitM.M DtonmnMatimet Utiio 
4193&45400 
IW SatoWgn |ad 19S% IM.nl Unmul Iwrot |rjrm turnM. U InAtetiflM/mo. I titwi I, ml 
""•» *tt* l-W»-««4 l»Mt i» jp,l, ItniM 1m: 5)1.1 ,r.Jli/l m 
mWIW COMUMI wlOVtllW S.6^1 re (wtmn Ipwwm (lb, hn < irMn w>nli jilS 
■"" I* «f » <></•« *<f *M»n. IMIK. dwpi I mmnmn Hup wiW re nni Ml ~o.lt 
Mm n« amlibir mrpnVn NHWW* 4m*. «mup ijtuunwt I mip 11 vrtmNwutltvuofi Hirtm tfll 
in    SSI » HI Imrt m nix S*,nm Wnku !0N.  Fomi| IkfiMin nnn 
. 
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BGSPORTS 
BRIEFING 
Jacobs earns more 
national attention 
Bowling Green quarterback 
(im.ii lacobs continues to look 
good, even when he's got die 
wi ekoff. 
lacobs earned honorable 
mention All-American accord- 
ing to CNNSI.o mi I le leads the 
nation and holds a BG record 
with 36 passing touchdowns 
this season on top ol Mis :t,t>:i7 
passing yards. 
lacobs will lead BG to their 
second consecutive bowl game 
and needs just one more touch- 
down to sel a MAC record for 








These days' sports have not been 
so amusing. I here's not one da) 
thai goes by thai I don't hear 
about another scandal or fight 
in professional sports. The glory 
day's ol spoils has seemed to 
drift away (Sood attitudes and 
c \ CIA thing that's right about 
spoils no,longerexist, oniyina 
few 
Peyton Manning, linger 
t lemens and Tim I hincan arc 
positive role models for young 
children. On the other hand 
Terrell ((wens, lason Giambi and 
Ron Artest are not. 
The four major sports (NFL. 
NBA, NHL, and MLB) have 
escaped the true meaning of 
sports, competition. 
I he Mil. is not having any 
scandals or drug problems, the) 
simply don't have a league, lor 
the past few months NT II. hock- 
ey hasn't even been in existence. 
Canadians and Americans have 
had to follow the IIII. or colle- 
giate hockey. I he United States 
and C Canada are currently losing 
money because of the N'l II. not 
ending tlte lockout. The NHL 
isn't very popular in the United 
States anyways, And after this 
long lockout, expect perturbed, 
not happy fans. 
I he MII. needs to realize 
the impact in makes in sports 
and fans in North America. For 
i anadians there's no way their 
going to drop hockey and follow 
the Toronto Raptors or Blue lays. 
When the NI ILends their lock 
out hockey will hopefully have a 
MIC cessful league like they have 
had in the past 
I lie Ml. is the most popular 
spoil in the United States. The 
entire nation tunes in at least 
once on Sunday or Monday to 
watch football. Hie NFL as a 
league is probably in the best 
PROBLEMS, PAGE 10 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Brandon catches some eyes 
By Elliott Schreiner 
SPOUTS raw 
Sometimes being successful isn't 
aseast asII looks. 
While doing well all the till"' 
has its perks, there are some set- 
backs thai come with it. 
Bowling Green head football 
coach Gregg Brandon is finding 
that out right now. 
He is in the midst ol lead 
ing his team  to their second 
consecutive bowl game while 
receiving attention from 
other schools Interested in his 
coaching skills. 
The only offer Brandon has 
received thus far was from the 
I (Diversity of Nevada-Las Vegas. 
I clling his players about the offer 
was a priority for Brandon and 
they loid him to check it out. 
"I told the guys about the 
Vegas thing." Brandon said. "I 
said that a guy called and said he 
wanted to pay me half a million 
dollars for the next five years and 
the guys told me I couldn't hang 
up." 
Brandon didn't take the job, 
but had he it would've increased 
his salary four fold. While money 
does play an important role 
in jobs for everyone including 
Brandon, the job look away from 
priority number one for him. 
"I don't coach for the money," 
he said. "I coach for the fun and 
excitement of it." 
Coaching in Us Vegas 
would've obviously set Brandon 
financially, but for a coach that 
has a 19-6 record, there is one 
thing they couldn't have offered. 
I he Hunnin' Rebels had a 2-9 
record this season and got beat 
handily in the process, losing 
by an average of 325 to 20.8 in 
the process. This has become a 
trend in Us Vegas. Brandon has 
enjoyed four years in BG while 
compiling a 36-12 record. In that 
same time WN1.V had just a 17- 
29 record and did not make a 
bowl. 
"You could pay me a million 
dollars," Brandon said. "But if 
we're getting our butts kicked il 
BRANDON. PAGE 10 
Hoops gets past Bluffton 
Matt Hawkins 
SP0R1S REPORTER 
The Bowling Green men's bas- 
ketball team extended their 
winning streak to four games, 
defeating Bluffton 87-60 last 
nighi at Anderson Arena 
liilui Reimold led the BG 
attack, scoring 18 points on 7 of 
H shooting, including,! perfect :t 
for 3 from beyond the tire. Josh 
Almanson had Hi points on 7<>l 
9 shooting. 
Bluffton jumped to an early 7- 
6 lead at the 16:12 mark. But the 
falcons soared back, going on 
a 19-5 run with 8:12 remaining 
in the first half. They ended the 
half up 42-21 and held Bluffton 
10 just five field goals in the first 
half on 22 percent shooting. 
The Falcons opened up the 
second half On an 11-0 nin 
pushing the BG lead to 32, 
their biggest ol the game. I he 
falcons confuted thier offen- 
sive explosion hining2() of their 
28 shot attempts for 45 second 
half points. 
Despite the hot shooting, lit; 
head coach Dan Dakich was 
unhappy with his team's play. 
"I thought in terms of com- 
peting, the wrong team won." 
Dakich said. "I thought the 
harder competing team was 
Bluffton. Guy (Neat) had his 
team ready to play.'' 
Dakich said he thought 
Bluffton was the first leant that 
outplayed the falcons this 
season. 
"We won because we had 
bigger guys and more of them.'' 
Dakich said. "Not because of 
how hard we competed and 
thafs disappointing because we 
have lxi'ii very competitive." 
BG News File Photo 
SHARP SHOOTER: Bowling Green's John Reimold pulls up for a shot against Bradley. In last night's game 
against Bluffton. he led the Falcons with 18 points, hitting all three of his shots from downtown. 
Senior forward Cory Eyink 
said the team's play was 
unacceptable, 
"They outplayed us the whole 
game it was pretty clear." Lyink 
said. "It's definitely a game that 
we need to learn from because 
if we come out any other games 
like this this year we're gonna 
have a tough time." 
BCI Guard John Floyd stnig- 
gled shooting the ball going 
one for five with just two points, 
but dished out 10 assists and 
grabbed five boards. Steven 
Wright scored 13, while funk 
had lOpointsandfourrebounds. 
freshman Scott Vandermeer 
scored a career high six points, 
grabbed four rebounds and had 
two blocks. 
Scotl Bergman led the 
Beavers with 15 points and 
five rebounds, while Eric Sweet 
added 11 points. 
After dropping the first game 
of the season against Depaul, 
the  falcons have won four 
straight and hold a 4-1 record 
Division III Bluffton drops to 
3-4 on the season. 
The falcons look to keep their 
streak alive on Saturday when 
the] take on Vbungstown Stale 
at 2 p.m. in Youngstovvn, OH. 
Notes: The last time BG 
played Bluffton was IXtember 
5. 1949. The falcons won that 
game 72-39...Bluffton head 
coach Guy Xeal is a 1982 BGSU 
graduate, and played three 





By Ralph D. Russo 
1HE JSS0CIA1E0 PRESS 
lason White has a chance lo 
join Archie Griffin as a two-time 
I leisman Trophy winner. 
White, the Oklahoma quarter- 
back who won last year's I leisman, 
u as chosen Wednesday as one of 
live finalists for college football's 
most prestigious individual title. 
Joining White for Saturday's 
award ceremony in New York 
will be his Oklahoma team- 
male Adrian Peterson, Southern 
California teammates Mail 
leinart and Reggie Bush, and 
Utah quarterback Alex Smith. 
Among I leisman contend- 
ers who did not make the lop 5 
wen teas running back Cedric 
Benson, Auburn quarterback 
lason Campbell and California 
teammates Aaron Kodgers and 
|J. Arlington. 
Griffin. Ohio Slate's great run- 
ning hack, won the I leisman in 
1974 and 1975 and is the only 
two-time winner. 
White was the favorite for last 
year's Heisman and beat out 
Pittsburgh wide receiver l.arry 
Fitzgerald and Mississippi quar- 
tcih.uk Eli Manning. This time. 
the race appears too close lo call. 
White and Leinart, USC's quarter- 
back, have put up similar num- 
bers while leading their teams lo 
12-0 records and a matchup in 
the Orange Bowl for the national 
HEISMAN, PAGE 2 
Floyd doesn't have the numbers but has the skills 
Bowling Green sophomore 
point guard adjusts nicely in 
first season of playing for the 
Falcons doing the little things 
stats don't pick up on. 
By Andrew Hemminger 
GUEST REPORTER 
What is the first statistic you notice after a 
basketball game? 
Most people will generally look for the 
leading scorers, and thai is okay. 
Last Saturday at Detroit-Mercy, senior 
John Reimold posted 28 points, highlight- 
ed by six three-pointers. The falcons won 
and the press directed their attention to 
Reimold 
However, there is more to winning than 
nulls the eye. You certainly need scorers 
the likes of Antonio Daniels (4th overall draft 
pick). Anthony Stacey (BG's all-lime leading 
scour. Keith Mcl-eod (of the Utah Jazz) and 
current BG sharpshooter Reimold. 
But in order to truly have a successful pro- 
gram you need guys the likes of sophomore 
lohn Floyd to sei up the playmakers. A2002 
graduate of Toledo St. lohn's where he was 
named first team All-Ohio, the 6-2 point 
guard played one season al Oakland before 
transferring to BG. 
After just live games this season, lloyd has 
worked his way into BG coach Dan Dakich's 
starting line-up; Not because he is putting 
up gaudy numbers but because he makes 
the hustle play. He gets on the floor after 
loose balls, sets good screens and brings the 
rock up the lloor to start the offense. Floyd is 
averaging 3.6 points per game right now but 
it is the small things thai make him jusl as 
valuable as a big-lime scorer. 
Dakich breaks down Floyd's performances 
after each game, here is what he had to say. 
After the Illinois-Chicago game: "I thought 
we got good play from lohn Floyd, really 
good actually.'' 
After the Bradley game: "lohn was a catalyst 
once against but 1 thought everyone hustled. 
It is a fun team to watch right now ... lohn 
snuggled early. I le didn't have the greatest 
month of October but he has really turned 
his deal around in games which is better 
than a guy playing really good in practice." 
After die Detroit game: "Floyd set three really 
good screens diat freed up lohn |Rcimold|. If 
you sei good screens, generally someone 
is going lo get open ... and that is what our 
offense is supposed to do. ... I thought the 
biggest play of the game was us late was lohn 
floyd coming down the lane and getting a la 
up, making il a nine-poinl game, we weren't 
scoring and they were taking time lo score. 
So any points we could put on the board 
were big." 
Q&A with Floyd... 
Q: Why did you choose to go lo Oakland and 
what other places were you considering? 
A: I signed early before my senior year. The 
reason I wanted to go tiiere was because they 
offered me la scholarship! my sophomore 
year so I was kind of showing loyalty that 
way. Other schools thai were on me were 
Akron, Eastern Michigan, UNC-Wilmington 
and Furman. 
Q: When you decided to leave Oakland what 
made you want to play here? 
A: Number one I wanted to be closer lo my 
family, which was a big part of it. But also 
I love the way coach Dakich coaches and 
I didn't feel that I was becoming the best 
player I could at Oakland and I thought 1 
could he here at BG. 
Q: How was it having to sit out last season to 
fulfill NCAA rules for a transfer? 
A: 11 was brutal. You go through the rigors of 
practice everyday and the toughest nights 
were game nights. Seeing how the guys were 
preparing and how jacked they were and not 
really being a part of it. 
John and the rest of the Falcons iravel lo 
Youngslown Slate this Saturday to do battle 
with the Penguins. Tip-off is 2 p.m. 
IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS: Bowling Green's John Floyd has come'™ big 
this season doing the little things. 
GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COIrVSPORTS 
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T.J. and Chad making big plays for Bengals 
By Joe Kay 
IHC ASSOCIATCD PRESS 
Hun were college roommates 
with Little In common. 
II. Houshmandzadeh go) the 
attention with his ponytafl and 
tongue-twisting last name.! had 
lohnson tried his best to blend in 
no boasts, no breast beating. 
Neither one dim much atten- 
tion when they showed up al 
t Iregon State and shared a room 
i"i road games. It seemed that 
neither one of the physical edu 
cation majors had what li takes 
In make- i! tOtheNI I 
N ie K overlooking them 
now. 
The Bengals' fourth year 
receivers are starting to emerge as 
one of ilk' leagues best tandems.. 
Each had 10 catches Sund 
comeback victors over Baltimore 
(hat put them in the teams record 
Ixxiks. 
"i\c taken a long road to get 
here," Houshmandzadeh said. 
"It's weird because Chad's situ 
ation is similai ID mine a little 
bit I doni think he had hopes ol 
getting to the \i I, either." 
All ii rook was one big game to 
make them tin item. 
[hej combined tor 20 can h 
es ami 332 \aids ID the 27-26 
Victor)   over   the   Havens,   the 
'most catches and yards In .my 
IWO Bengals in franchise history 
I loushmandzadeh (pronounced 
HOOSH'-mahn-ZAH'-deh) had 
career highs with in catches lor 
171 yards, and lohnson had 10 
catches foi a career-high 161 
yards 
It wasn't a one-time thing. A 
week earlier, i loushmandzadeh 
had 79 yards and two touchdown 
catches to go with lohnson's 
117 yards in a 58-48 win over 
(levdand. 
yone ahead) knew what 
lohnson could do. He led the u t 
I- la-! season, made his 
fust Pro Bowl and drew attention 
to himself with his guarantees 
and Imasts. His partner couldn't 
even gel on the Held. 
Houshmandzadeh   led   the 
leant receiving during preseason. 
then severely hurt a hamstring 
and missed virtually all ot the 
2003 season. I ie came to training 
camp last summer frustrated b) 
his low rank in the pecking ordei 
— no better than third. 
\s a kui. Houshmandzadeh 
nevei dreamed ol a career in the 
\l I        he played onlv one year 
of football in high school. After 










A TANDEM: Bengals receiver Chad Johnson runs after a catch against 
the Browns. Johnson and T.J. Houshmandzadeh are becoming one of the 
most potent receiving duos in the NFL. 
from the Bengals last \pril, he 
knew he'd have to do something 
last ui hiscareei might be over 
I here was a difference from 
the first day 
"It's    been    the    nei 
I loushmandzadeh,"      i oat h 
Marvin Lewis said. "He's a new 
gin. lie's got a new life, a new 
spirit about him." 
He      stalled      taking      his 
profession a little more set 
"In years past in training camp 
alter  the morning practice, I'd 
take a slmvvei and go eat. play 
(video games), go to sleep oi 
something,"  I Iciiislimuiid/.ulch 
said " I Ins year, I wouldn't even 
eat lunch sometimes bet ause I 
would sit in tin' weight room, I 
would stretch, I would do this or 
that I was ]iist trying to taker all- 
ot urysell  because what  I was 
doing before wasn't working." 
He got his opportunity to 
emerge   when    I'etei    W.inick 
cracked a bone in his lower leg 
and   went   on   injured   reserve 
With teams coiiccntial 
ing their coverage on lohnson. 
Houshmandzadeh has become 
the main option on man) plays. 
His 32 yard i itch and run 
stalled the drive to Shayne 
Grahams winning field goal in 
Baltimore, the biggest play in the 
■Bengals  most meaningful road 
since I'KJO. 
I heyre going to have to pro- 
dine   another   big  game   this 
Sunday  in  \ew   England  in 
tot the Beng 
get back into the thick ot playoff 
contention. 
"It's hern awesome having II 
Kind ol i nine out of the wood- 
work and lill in ten i'i  , :.   quai 
Carson Palmer said. ' i 
think he's sli week, 
gotten mine confident in hint- 
sell and what he's doing. I know 
my confidence in him has grown 
tremendously, i Ie has given us 
anotht 
I lie rest ni the league is taking 
me   wonder." 
iiacli Bill Belichick 
said Wei ihowedsome 
ol the plays to the team today. Its 
not like the i overage isn't good. 
[hecoverage, at limes, looks real 
id  In fact, you might even 
say, Tut not sure he should throw 
that ball. Ihe receivers just go up 
and take it awav from them.' 
I he Bengals thought the two 
of them could develop into a ni; 
. lohnson in the second 
round and Houshmandza 
the seventh 
it to workout thai' 
"I fell like I could do this all 
along, hut Mill can onlv talk so 
much until MIII go and do it," 
Houshmandzadeh said.   I feel 
like it's been a long time com- 
ing. Its |iisi , i iliings 
USC and 0U 
have two apiece 
HEISMAN. LR0MPAGE8 
championship. 
White comes to town after 
passin aids and 33 
touchdown, and in a much bet 
termood than last year. \ week 
before the '03 Heisman cere 
mony, the Sooners were upset 
by Kansas Stan   15-7 in the Big 
12 title game and White had h 
worst game of the season. 
I Ins   season.   White   threw 
three   touchdown   passes   in 
tills 12-3 tout ui' Colorado in 
the Big 12 title game. 
I he presence ot Peterson, a 
freshman, helped White pro 
dtice another tine season but 
ma) hinder the quarterbacks 
chances cil  matching Griffin's 
two Hefsmans. Peterson ran for 
I.HI.I yards and IS touchdowns. 
and produced his Best games 
against the Sooners' toughest 
opponents. 
\n freshman has ever won 
the Heisman 
white a stxth-yeeu  senior, 
has a Heisman vole and said he 
planned to pick Petersoi 
on his ballot. 
OH coach Boh Sumps can't 
decide between the two cither. 
These guvs are tremendous. 
Von  see  it evciv   week   The) 
complement each other with 
great   running   and   passing 
and it's made a major differ- 
nice this v ear. the lad thai we're 
sttong in both.  Stoops said. 
"But a lol nl these guvs have 
helped them So I wouldn't he 
the one to chouse. It wouldn't 
be Ian 
use has a similar situation 
with I email and Bush Ihev 
complement each other, bill 
also could draw attention awav 
from each other when it conies 
IO the voting 
I ein.irt has lliiown tor 2330 
yards and 28 touchdowns, with 
only six interceptions. I Ie is the 
Mark I.Twrill AP Photo 
MR. PRESIDENT USC running 
back Reggie Bush gets a block 
from Owayne Jarrett en route 
to a touchdown Saturday. Bush 
is one of five finalists for this 
season's Heisman trophy after 
a monster game Saturday 
frojans'stead) leader. 
Hie versatile  Bush is their 
spectacular home-run hitting 
running back, 
Bush's 15 touchdowns have 
come tunning, receiving and 
on returns He has also thrown 
all) pass. 
"I litink I might have shak- 
en up the votes a little hit," he 
said alter i tinning fin JIM yards, 
including ID runs of 81 and in 
yards, in USCs 29-24 season 
finale win at UC1A 
I id hv Smith. Utah became 
the first team from a mid -major 
conference to reach the BCS 
this season. I he versatile junior 
has passed fbt 2,624 yards and 
28  IDs and run lor 563 v.ink 
and 10 touchdowns, 
I he Hies will play Pittsburgh 
ill the I iosi.iBowlcinlan. I. 
McCown makes impression 
and will make another start 
By Tom Withers 
Icitdaicia's right shoulder isn't the 
only thing strained tor Cleveland's 
quarterback. 
His   relationship   with   the 
Browns doesn't appear to be 
much better 
Although Garda is listed as 
probable on the injurv report and 
Interim coach lerrj Robiskiesays 
the QB is 'in percent healthy", 
rookie l.uke Met own will make 
in- second careei si m Sundav 
when the Browns face the Buffalo 
Bills 
Garda was informed of the 
staffs decision yesterday 
We told him thai we ihouglil 
I uke went out this weekend 
against New England] and did a 
pretty decent job." Robiskle said. 
"We wanted togivc I uke another 
week. I Ie ; let!; s,,id he was fine 
with it" 
Based mi Garcia's previous 
comments, that's haul to believe. 
Garcia, who injured his rotator 
cuff against the lets last month, 
hasn't missed a chance to voice 
his  opinion   since joining the 
Browns. Since the exhibition sea 
son, Garda has seemingly had a 
problem with everything. 
He complained thai lie didn't 
plav   enough  dining   the  pre 
season I Ie criticized the Browns 
play calling under lloliiskie, the 
teams   offensive   coordinator 
before taking over as head 
last week Garda also bemoaned 
the team's lack ol discipline, 
calling out  Browns guards lor 
jumping offsides. 
llohiskie said Garcia didn't 
come to the team's training facil 
ily on Tuesday lot treatment ii" 
his shoulder,  perhaps aitolliei 
sign of his discontent 
Garcia was not available lot 
ramment on Wednesday. 
I here is further reason to think 
Tony 0c • 
ON THE RUN: Browns' rookie quarterback Luke McCown scrambles away from the Patriots' Mike Vrabel. 
McCown threw for 277 yards in the game and yesterday was named the Browns' starter. 
Ids with the 
Browns. 
Dining Robiskie's first  team 
meeting ahei   laki: 
Butch Davis, he asked the team's 
: i nine to the 
front ol the room. Curiot 
a video ol the meeting which 
own on television. I 
remained seated while Mi I 
and kellv Holcotubstood, 
I don't have an) reaction to 
iiolnskie said   'When I 
. .Hue nun the meeting, I expect- 
ed loin or live guvs to stand up 
and I was totally shocked when I 
looked up and saw 22 guys stand- 
ing. It floored me." 
But wasn't he surprised that 
after being so outspoken this sea- 
son, that i iarcia, who has started 
III game- to; the Browns, wasn't 
oneol them? 
" I he fact that he stepped up 
and has been vocal and m 
COUple statements doesn't ncces- 
sarily mean that he's a leader or 
may not feel that he is, llohiskie 
said. 
Obviously, Garcia's first season 
with the Browns hasn't gone the 
u.iv In or the club envisioned 
when they signed hint to a lotn- 
■ i million contract. Garda's 
Future in I mild depend 
on who the team eventually Inns 
a-its next coach. 
llohiskie was asked if brining 
Garcia in was a mistake. 
"That's a tough call, 
Kohiskic, "We felt we wanted to 
go in another direction with the 
quarterback. We lookedatanum- 
berofguys but when all was-aid 
and done we felt like lei: 
was the right guy. Has bet 
or bad, I can't answer that.'' 
I artier this season. McCown 
drove to s broth- 
er, tosh i the Bills. On 
Sunday, he'll race them himself. 
Met own    had    some    nice 
momei ek when he 
passed ids and  two 
touchd Patriots. 
But he had problems 
"I had three ot foui sacks and 
hemfoi sure were on me," 
.: oitl and the 
protection wasn't ihat bad 
just net settle 
ed the 
i siai i him 
again this week, but he's grate- 
ful foi the opportunity since he 
won't b< i under 





DEC 24TN0PEHNO0N-6PM • DEC. 25TH OPEN 8PM-4AM 
1. Student Passes for lots 8 & 9 must be renewed ASAP! 
2. New Plates must be registered. 
3. Look over rules next semester 
4. Packing to go home DO NOT Park in lire lane, 
loading docks, or anywhere that States Tow away 
zone. Ask someone to help. 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY USG 
Deia 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
SUNDAYS- S10 Dances • $3 all Mixed Drinks 
No Cover with Union or College ID * t ami 
MONDAYS- Monday Night Football Party 
$10 Dances & Free Wings 
TUESDAYS- 2-4-1 Dances & $2 Mixed Drinks 
WEDNESDAYS- $15 Dances - 2 Ladies 1 Song $20 
THURSDAYS- "Thirsty Thursdays" $1 Beer Specials 
No Cover with Deja Vu Apparel 
DEC: 10th RETRO WEEKEND 
$10.00 DANCES 
DEC. 31st 
NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY! 
COMPLIMENTARY CHAMPAGNE 
TOAST 0 MIDNIGHT! PLUS. LADIES 
CHAMPAGNE WRESTLING 
135 S. BYRNE RD / TOLEDO / 531-0079 / WWW.DEJAVU.COM 
>n&* y\udc otuc 
CONTEST 
DECEMBER 16TH 
10 Thursday. Decembei 9.2004 mm* WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
The law comes into 
NBA brawl picture 
By Sarah Karush 
sue mss 
I he Indiana Pacers and five fans 
were charged Wednesdaj foi 
righting during the melee thai 
broke out .n the end ol a nation- 
all) televised game against the 
Detroit Pistons last month. 
Players Ron \rtest, Stephen 
lackson, David Harrison and 
Vnthony lohnson were charged 
with one count i>i assault and 
battery in uric ol the worst brawls 
in U.S. sports history, lermaine 
0'NeaJ,athree-rJmeNBA Mi-Star, 
was charged with two counts of 
assault and battery. 
All the Fans were charged with 
misdemeanor assault and bat- 
tery, including Pistons star Ben 
Wallace's brother, David Bryant 
lackson also was charged with 
felon) assaultforthrowingachair 
into the fray, Oakland County 
prosecutor David Gorcyca said. 
I he misdemeanor carries up 
in three months in fail and a fine 
of up to $500, and the felony car- 
ries 11[> in foui years in prison. 
(torcyca, however, said the play 
era and tans would probably lace 
probation and lines ii convicted 
Gorcyca singled out specta- 
tor lolin Green, who faces two 
assault counts and, the prosecu- 
tor said, "single-handed!) incited 
this whole interaction between 
the fans ami players and prob- 
ably is the one that's most culpa- 
ble." Green is accused of throw- 
ing a cup at Vrtest, splashing him 
and sparking the brawl. 
lolin \ckerman and William 
Paulson, each facing an assauli 
charge,   also  were  accused   of 
throwing cups in players' faces. In 
addition, two men were charged 
for walking onto thecoun at The 
PalaceofAubum Hills. Police said 
othei fans could be charged, mo. 
Pacers CEO Donnie Walsh said 
the team would not comment 
until ihe case is resolved "In the 
meantime, we w ill continue to 
support our players in ever) pos 
siblewav.'hcs.iid. 
lames w. Burdick, Stephen 
lackson's lawyer, said ii was 
"unfair and inappropriate" to 
charge his client 
"Ilie problem is this: a few 
crazed drunken fans who created 
a chaotic situation," Burdick said. 
"Steve responded in a way that he 
thought was necessar) to protect 
himscll and protect his friends." 
Walter Pis/(/alou ski.l larri son's 
Carlos Osono AP Photo 
BAD BOYS: Oakland County (Mich.) prosecutor David G. Gorcyca 
addresses the media in Pontiac yesterday. There were 12 people charged 
in one of the wotsl brawls in U.S. sports history. 
lawyer, said "David was acting as 
die peacekeeper throughout that 
evening He was mini; to make 
sure everybod) was safe." 
With less ih,in a minute left in 
die Pacers-Pistons game Nov. 19, 
Anesi fouled Ben Wallace from 
behind on a drive to die basket. 
Wallace responded with a haul. 
two-handed shove to Vrtest 
Thai sparked an initial skirmish, 
and Attest retreated to the scor- 
er's table while the rets restored 
calm, lint then \nest was hit In 
the cup. and he stormed into the 
stands, throwing punches as he 
climbed ovei seats 
lackson joined \nesi and threw 
punches at fans, who punched 
hack. O'Neal and Attest also hit 
fans who came onto the court. 
NBA   commissioner   David 
Stern suspended \ilesi tor the 
rest ol the season   lackson was 
banned foi 30 games, O'Neal lor 
25, and Other players received 
shorter suspensions. The players 
unkmisappealingthelongei sus 
pensions, and a grievance hear- 
in;; is scheduled tin Thursday in 
New York. 
Ihe MIA had no comment 
othei than to say it cooperated 
in the Investigation and did not 
plan farther discipline. 
Core yea said the players and 
fans are required to surrender to 
authorities because arrest war- 
rants weie issued, lie said some 
of the accused or their attor- 
neys contacted his office about 
doing so 
Bryan)     lackson     appeared 
briefly in court Wednesdaj aftei 
noon to Sign papers related to the 
charges I le did not comment to 
reporters 
Some of the players said the 
case has beo ime a distraction for 
the Pacers 
"Sitting on the phone with law- 
yers fot an hoiu and-a hall or 
two hours basicatt]  even  other 
day, that kind of gets frustrating," 
lohnson said "You've got iii try 
to eliminate as much as possible, 
hut it is definitely there and it is 
definitely a focus each and even 
day. 
'We kind of lost our heads a 
little bit collcciiuh as a unit It's 
unfortunate because it's been 
played oxer and over and over 
again, and we're shown in a bad 
light.... II we could (urn back the 
hands o! time I'm pretty sine we 
would handle it differently." 
iftt luster added: "The whole 
thing has become such a c inns. 
Something that  no team's ever 
dealt with before. Everybody's 
just trying to put it behind them- 
selves and just go on to playing 
basketball." 
Heavenly Vacations 
Homes of Florida, Inc. 
Condos Starting at $59 a night 
Private pool homes at $88 a night 
3-7 bedroom homes with private pool 
2-3 A 4 bedroom condos with community pool access 
10 min from Walt Disney world - Orlando 
15 - 20 min for Universal Studios & Sen World 
Centrally located from Daytona Beach. CoCo Beach & ClearWater Beach 
1-800-935-2802 www.HeavenlyVAChomes.com 
Brandon focuses concern 
on winning, and having fun 
BRANDON. FROM PAGE 8 
isn't any fun.'1 
I le had been told how great 
the job could l)c. but was still 
skeptical. 
"People kept saying it could lx> 
a good job," he said. "Well, why 
hasn't it been a good job?' 
There have been nimorsabout 
Brandon and several coaches 
around the nation as to where 
they would be next season. 
With his resume, there is no 
reason a young coach like him 
shouldn't be high on a lot of lists 
of schools looking for coaches. 
In his two years as head coat h 
he has coached H(i to a MAC 
West title, the school's first lop 
25 finish, coached his team on 
national television eight times 
and soon will take his team into 
a second bowl game. 
Brandon claims that his pop- 
ularity in the coaching ranks 
hasn't been his doing 
"When people are interested 
in me il speaks for Ihe program," 
he said. 
Hut BG center Sum 
Mruc/kowski knows that his 
coach is worth the hype he gats, 
"Coach Brandon is very intel- 
ligent." he said "He's so above 
the game and just knows how to 
dissect defenses." 
BG Hews File Photo 
SEE YOU IN MOBILE: BG head coach Gregg Brandon applauds his 
team's enhance into the GMAC Bowl. Brandon is one of the hottest 
young coaches in college football, leading BG lo a 19-6 record. 
lot Brandon, outside inter 
ferenees are taking a back seal. 
He is more focused on and his 
future in BG, 
"I have good players coming 
back and we are going to win 
next year," he-said. "I canbeverj 
happy her In Bowling Green." 
i hene\t step for Brandon and 
the Falcons will be to Mobile. 
when llicv lake on Memphis in 
the GMAC Bowl Dec. 22. 
All leagues are in trouble 
PROBLEMS, FROM PAGE 8 
shape out of the four. 
I he biggest glijies about the 
NFL are the new illegal contact 
rule" and excessive celebrations. 
The illegal contact rule is you 
cannot put your hands (not 
even a linger) cm the opponent 
five yards after the line of scrim- 
mage. Ibis rule has caused 
teams to lose games and it has 
taken away the defensive perk 
oi a physical defense. 
For example die Cleveland 
Browns and Cincinnati Bengals 
had the second highest scoring 
game in modem history I hat 
seems strange saying thai both 
oi these teams have decent 
defenses and not explosive 
offenses 
Also. Peyton Manning is 
only a lew touchdowns away 
from breaking I tan Marino's 
"unbreakable" touchdowns in 
one season record, I he reason 
Peyton is destroying the record 
is because he is taking advan- 
tage of the defensive units abfl- 
n\ to not plii) a physical game 
I he next bad thing about Ihe 
NFL is excessive celebration. 
I his is when a professional 
athlete scores a touchdown and 
gains two yards on a run and 
dances like Nelly and thinks 
Ins the king of the world. 'Ihe 
best at this is Terrell Owens of 
Philadelphia, Chad lohnson 
of Cincinnati and Hay lewis ol 
Baltimore. 
Is il that hard to act like a 
I in ilessional and act like you've 
done it before? A postal worker 
after delivering his mail doesn't 
jump up and down and yell, 
because he's doing his job. 
The NIT is full of punks, 
punks that need an altitude 
change, 
The NBA was on the right 
track until just recently. The big 
problems in ihe NBA are the 
brawl at Auburn I lills (Pistons 
arena! and then |tisl unedu- 
cated rets. 
The fight thai look place a 
few weeks ago started a chain 
reaction of bad events. More 
fights have broken out in pro- 
fessional sports and the NBA 
has picked up a lot of bad press. 
lion Vrtest and Stephen lackson 
Should not even be allowed 
hack in tin' NBA and lermaine 
o'\eal should have been 
suspended lor the1 year, I hese 
Pacer players are professional 
athletes and the key work there 
is  professional". Hide's no 
reason for NBA athletes to ever 
gel in a fight with fans, lust like 
in Ihe NT I there an too main 
punks in the NBA. 
\Ko that night in Auburn 
Mills.theref'sdid not control 
the game well. Ihevlei lion 
Attest and Ben Wallace "dilly 
daggle' around and this 
sparked the incident. I In the 
topic ot rel's I don't think they 
have ever heard of traveling. 
Ever) NBA game at least ever) 
5 minutes there's a travel that is 
not called. I think there might 
be a rule that says von can lake 
three and a hall steps in the 
NBA Plus lets seem to favor 
athletes a little too much i 
am a die-hard (avalieis fan 
but LeBrOfl lames is receiving 
tin- Michael Ionian Heat 
menl". Michael Ionian ne\ei 
got fooled half of the time it 
was called and he always got 
his way in the NBA. It's not only 
LeBrOn there's some nights i,-| s 
favor entire teams. The NB \ is 
lacking good competition and 
solid rules. IIic\ need to suck 
the poison out of the league 
and that starts with a higher 
draft age and lacking out Ron 
Attest 
I he Ml.II is a joke. Ihe 
so-called "best player" in the 
league is in a steroid scan- 
dal. Major league Baseball is 
Americas past time and 
c fuTdren all over theworidlook 
up to Majoi I eague players 
Barrj Bunds and l.isou (,iambi 
are in the middle of asteroid 
scandal thai might erase their 
best seasons stats Hairy Bonds 
has shattered records and has 
been the best playei in baseball 
these past lew seasons. 
Well. Barry needs to put the 
asterisk by bis name because 
in the next coming months he 
will be admitting to his steroid 
use. lason Giambi on the cither 
hand hasalrcach ruined Ins 
career admitting to using ste 
roidsand injecting them in five 
different ways 
It was obvious to everyone 
thai Bonds and Giambi were 
taking steroids I or example 
Barry Bonds weighed 70 
pounds less then be did when 
he first entered the league and 
lason Giambi gained at least 
L'll pounds in one oil-season. 
Major I eague Baseball uses 
Barn Bonds and I,iambi as 
poster boys of the league Alter 
the Steroid scandals M.IJOI 
League Baseball will be hurling 
because of this new trend of 
steroids. 
Majcu league Baseball needs 
to do more vigorous testing 
on steroids and eliminate 
cheaters' in ihe game, lason 
Giambi should be banned 
from baseball and Bonds and 
Sheffield and any othei athletes 
that have been using steroids 
should also lie banned. If Pete 
Hose, the best baseball playei 
ol all time is not in the llallol 
lame before Ban) "Steroid" 
Bonds. Majcu league Baseball 
will be tarnished for ever. 
What in the world happened 
to integrity and good role mod- 
els in Sports? I lopelully new 
11 lies ai id I II ne will chat ige the 
four major sports back into 
professional leagues. 
2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People 
*28S/mo. 
•Fully Furnished 
* Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal 
• 24 Hour Maintenance 
•On Site Laundry 
•NEXT TO CAMPUS... 
No Long Shuttle Waits 
'NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2008 
Field Manot, Frazee Avenue Apts., 
Buff Apts, Ridge Manor 
Also ask about our rental rates at 
Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street 
& 425 East Court St. 
445 E. Wooster 
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St. Thomas More University Parish 
Pre-Christmas 
Ballroom Mass 
Sunday, December n, 2004 
8:00 put 
Bowen- Thompson 
Student Union Ballroom 
SponsaudBy. 
Serving the Citholic community at 8GSU 
jf- Bjjr 4* — —-.— £>- Si ThonusMwfUnwinyParnh 
Vriv cV     SI VIA 4HnuwnA*M 
Catholic Newman Club 
I4I9I1& 7»S mwtm.com 
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LEADERS CONTINUE ELECTION INVESTIGATION 
(AP)-A Democratic congressman and Jesse Jackson 
said yesterday they will keep investigating complaints 
ofelectionirregularitiesinOhiobutwon'tcallforadelay 
in the electoral vote or next month's inauguration. 
The Electoral College meeting is scheduled for Monday, 




toys are the 
cafs meow 
By Fib Hoover 
ntAssocwnii'wss 
COLUMBUS. Ohio - Muzzle 
tov. 
Congratulations are in order 
for Jewish pet owners, who now 
can find Hanukkah toys for their 
Rover and Tabby. 
Christmas-theme pet toys 
have been available for decades. 
But in recent years, such selec- 
tions as stuffed menorahs, puffy 
gefilte fish and chewy holiday 
bones have become available for 
Hanukkah. which began this year 
at sundown Tuesday and runs 
through Dec 15. 
"My dog absolutely loves the 
menorah," said Barb GutthofT- 
Vblk, buyer for the gift shop at 
Temple Israel on the East Side. 
The shop is among a hand- 
ful of central Ohio locations 
selling Hanukkah toys for pets, 
including a stuffed nine-candle 
menorah or hanukkiah. 
The holiday symbol recalls a 
revolt by the Maccabees, lewish 
freedom fighters, against their 
Syrian-Greek oppressors in 165 
EG Tradition says the lamps 
at the Temple in lerusalem had 
only a one-day supply of oil, but 
it miraculously lasted eight days. 
The menorah thus has eight 
candles, plus one more to light 
them. 
Modern Hanukkah is also called 
the Festival of Lights, Although it is 
not a major religious observance, 
it has come to emphasize family 
celebrations and gift-giving. 
Rabbi Howard Apothaker, 
spiritual leader at Temple Beth 
Shalom in suburban New Albany, 
says giving gifts to pets for holi- 
days is a logical extension of 
the lewish obligation of kevod 
habriut or "honoring creatures." 
"Jewish law requires that when 
you're eating a meal you feed your 
pet before you eat," he said. 
Gutthoff-Volk's Shih Tzu, 
Chanel, gets eight gifts, one for 
each day of Hanukkah. Gutthoff- 
Volk discovered a line of Jewish 
pet toys three wars ago at a gift 
"Kosher' cows and 
menorahs are the 
top-selling Jewish 
pet toys at Posh 
Pet just north of 
downtown." 
LOGAN KENDRICK. POSH PETS 
MANAGER 
show in New York. Stuffed toys for 
cats cost about $5 and for dogs, 
$7 to $13. 
WillShHIini APPIwto 
HOLIDAY TREATS: Meisha, the eight-year-old dog of Stan and Joni Sucan, goes to work on a stuffed Gefilte fish in Columbus, Ohio. The fish is 
one of the Chewish Treats line of Jewish holiday inspired pet toys, which aims to inject some holiday spirit into the lives of Jewish family's pets. 
Dog bones wrapped in clear 
plastic and other gift items, 
including the Chewish Toys 
brand, proved irresistible. 
Some of the items bear shapes 
and symboLs that are fitting any 
time of the year, but others are 
pegged to specific seasons, such 
as the stuffed matzo ball sug- 
gestive of the unleavened bread 
eaten during Passover. The bread 
symbolizes the haste wiui which 
the Israelites fled Egypt. 
loni Sucan, receptionist at 
the temple, has a small group 
of friends who have exchanged 
I lanukkah gifts for their pets the 
past decade. When they became 
aware of the specialty toys with 
lewish symbols, they gobbled 
CASH FOR 
BOOKS! 
BGSU Firelands Campus 
Bookstore 
Fall 2004 textbook buyback 
Enter to win great BGSU prizes!!! 
Monday Dec. 13-Friday Dec. 17 
Buyback Hours: 
Mon.-Thur, Dec. 13-16 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Friday, Dec. 17 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
them up. 
In Sucan's case, so did her cat. 
Mookie, and dog, Meisha. 
The dreidel, or top, that lewish 
boys and girls play with during 
Hanukkah has its counterpart for 
the animal kingdom, Draydal the 
Dreidel, 
It's likely that hundreds of pups 
and kitties will be swiping paws at 
the boinging springy toy. Among 
them will be Emily, the 6-year- 
old mixed-breed dog of Elaine 
Tenenbaum, executive director at 
Temple Israel. 
The shop's goods are among $4 
billion worth of pet toys expect- 
ed to be sold this holiday sea- 
son, according to the American 
Pet    Products   Manufacturers 
Association,        based        in 
Connecticut. 
"Kosher" cows and menorahs 
are the top-selling Jewish pet toys 
at Posh ft;ts just north of down- 
town, manager Logan Kendrick 
said. 
Such items take up only a 
part of the space devoted to pet 
toys at the shop, but interest is 
building, he said. 
Whereas many of the Jewish 
toys pay at least marginal attention 
to the religious part of Hanukkah, 
all of the Christmas toys reflected 
only that holiday's secular side. 
Jo JoJtnson, owner of Posh Pets, 
said she's never seen Christmas 
pet toys with religious emphasis 
and couldn't explain why they're 
not on the market. 
She learned about the Jewish 
line of pet toys from a friend and 
sought them out at a trade show in 
Chicago in 2002. 
"The first season it was insanity, 
because people had never really 
seen any of the products directed 
toward that particular religion," 
she said. "Everything was much 
more so for Christmas. You had 
squeaky Santas and bears and 
moose that you see in general 
advertisements for the Christmas 
holidays." 
Adding Jewish products not only 
helped her reach out to a more 
diverse customer base, but also 
heightened her awareness about 
Judaism. 
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Power Book G4 
More Power. Wore Speed. 
Light enough to carry aiound all day, 
the ihree new PowerBooh 64 models 
start at just 46 pounds. You'll marvel at 
the way so many high-end feaiuies fit into 
Mich a remarkably thin and light frame. 
Starting at $1,399. 
Book 04 
Designed for the digital life on the go. 
You want the freedom of portability 
without the premium of a high-end 
workstation. Get you' wo'k done anywhere 
with the ultrapotable iBook with a G4 
processor that packs a powerful punch 
Starting at $949. 
Save up to $100 on a laptop purchase 
when you upgrade your ram.* 
iPod 40GB: 10.000 songs $369 
■Pod 20G8 i  5,000 songs $269 
IPod mini 4GB : 1,000 songs $229 
5 colors to choose from 
Applecare Protection Plan. 
Extend your computer's 90 days of 
complimentary support and one- 
year warranty to up to three years 
of world class support AppleCare 
provides you with long term peace 
of mind. 
Offer only available through 
BGSU Authorlred Apple Campus Reseller 
University Bookstore, Student Union 
Bowling Green, OH 41403 
419-372-3062 
Special offer **pires Decembe* i; 2004 
-Offer excludes IT 'Booh w CD BOM 
c 2004 Appta Computer, tnc Al right* w>M AppM, r>w AppW logo. Wooh and fOwartoofc ** P«*w*rh of Apptt Computoa. mc. 
r»oHM*«d to tha U S »nd othff counntf* Prtrtng and i*H*MW) »uPfcl to dWg» 
\- 
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SOLDIER CHALLENGES ARMY, UNDER REVIEW 
A soldier who challenged an Army policy requiring 
him to serve past the date of his enlistment contract 
must return for duty in Iraq while his lawsuit is under 
u \ iew, a federal judge ruled yesterday. Spc. David 
Quails, 35, is one of seven soldiers challenging the 
Mop loss" policy allowing Army to extend enlist- 







By Robert Jabilon 
■"S0CI«1E0 PRESS 
I A CANADA II.INI'KIIIGK. 
Calif. — A commuter van from 
\ \s\- lei Propulsion Laboratory 
tumbled 200 feet off a twisting 
mountain road yesterday, killing 
three people and Injuring seven, 
at least four of them seriously, 
authorities said. 
I he van was carrying 10 people 
to the laboratory when it plunged 
off the Angeles Crest Highway 
in the \ngeles National Forest 
at about 6:30 a.m. and rolled 
down a mountainside about IS 
miles north of downtown Los 
Angeles,   LOS  Angeles   Count), 
lire Department Inspector Ron 
i laralson said. 
"One person was able to get 
out of the van and make his 
wa) up to the road" to get help. 
I laralson said. 
The  van  was   earning  si\ 
employees of tile lab in Pasadena, 
two contractors and two NASA 
employees, said Blaine Baggett, 
a spokesman at (PL, which is the 
control center for several NASA 
projects, including die Mars 
rovers. The victims' names were 
not immediately released. 
"It's a very, very sad day for all 
of us at ll'l," Baggett said, adding 
that employees will he offered 
grid counseling. 
Three people were pronounced 
dead at the scene. One person 
was Hung from the van. Others 
lay trapped in the battered white 
van in the middle of a dense 
fores) until firefighters arrived 
and tore off the doors to reach 
victims, who were then taken by 
helicopter to hospitals. 
Of the survivors, one person 
was in critical condition, three 
were in serious condition, two 
Damian OovarfMts AP Photo 
AIR LIFT: A Los Angeles Sheriff's Dept. rescue team member accompanies the body of a victim as it is lifted to a helicopter after a van carrying 
10 people plunged off Angeles Crest Highway in the Angeles National Forest yesterday. Three people were killed and seven injured in the crash. 
had minor injuries and one 
person was still being evaluated, 
i laralson said. 
The cause of the accident was 
not inimediatelv known. Clouds 
and log shrouded the site, at an 
altitude of about 1,500 feet Snow 
dotted flanks of the mountain, 
but the road Itself was dear, 
Hundreds   of  cars   a   day 
navel the highway, a twisting, 
two-lane   blacktop  with   steep 
drops, Commuters living in the 
Antelope VaDe) area northeast ol 
Los Angeles use it as a shortcut to 
reach a freeway in Pasadena. 
\hout 450 of the 5.500 people 
who work at ll'l. participate in its 
vanpooiprogram,which invokes 
about 30 vans, Baggett said. 
New policy for a safer environment advised by experts 
By lose! Hebert 
SsOCUUO PRESS 
H VSHTNGTON - U.S. energy 
policy over the long term will 
require new nuclear power 
plants, cleaner coal and cars that 
get more miles per gallon, experts 
said yesterday 
I'licy also said mandatory 
federal programs are needed 
to address climate change 
and scaled back the expected 
grow ih of greenhouse gases. 
The Bush administration has 
asserted dial voluntary action by 
Industry will do the job and 
opposes government-imposed 
rules. 
The Commission on F.nergy 
I'olu v a privately funded group, 
said the government should 
spend billions of dollars on 
energy research and projects, 
including the development of a 
next-generation nuclear power 
reactors. 
William Reilly, one of the 
commission's leaders, said any 
national energy policy must 
address climate change and 
propose mandatory emission 
requirements because "the 
long-tenn risks are real." 
The commission sought 
a course between the 
administration's voluntary 
program and demands by 
environmentalists and 
membersofCongressfor required 
cuts in greenhouse emissions 
along the lines outlined by a 1997 
international agreement known 
as the Kyoto Treaty. 
A mandatory program 
that focused at first on 
checking     the     growth     of 
THE TRUTH IS../ 
IF OUR DELIVERY DRIVERS 
WERE ANY FASTER 
THEY'D HAVE 
NUMBERS 
ON THE SIDES OF THEIR CARS. 
»»*■%», 
^ttfiwv io« ^ 
THE ramt is. WE M iwes quota rm iw one! am. 
IMO i mrw HUNGRY, TWITS n MM THING TO now. 
LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN. 
RECOMMENDED SPENDING OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS 
$7 
billion 













greenhouse gases — as opposed 
to actual reductions in emis- 
sions — was viewed as a 
meaningful First step," said lleilly, 
head of the F.nvironmental 
ftotection Agency under the first 
President Bush. 
The        recommendations 
from   a   commission   whose 
Sffjm 
members are energy experts, 
industry executives, labor 
leaders and former 
government officials are not 
binding on President Bush or 
Congress. But they could help 
move along the debate about the 
country's energy policy, which 




Large Selection of Houses and 
Apartments with Great Locations. 
We have Efficiencies 
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms. 
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses 
Pickup a list of available houses and 
apartments at the rental office. 
(across from Taco Bell) 
^ Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 k 
Everything is reasonably priced and 
we are even open on Saturday. 
Hours: 
M-F 8:30- 5:30 Sat 8:30- 4:30 
Stop in and talk with the friendly staff at 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319E.WoosterSt. 
Bowling Green, OH 
Rentel Office: (419) 354-2260 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
past four years. 
I he commission urged 
a     larger     federal    role    in 
developing cleaner sources ol 
energy and said the government 
should double the amount ol 
money spent on research and 
development. The experts said 
Congress should "significantly 
strengthen* the standards for 
vehicles' fuel efficicnev so the 
United States could reduce its 
oil consumption. 
Commission member 
Susan Tierney, an energy 
consultant and fonner assistant 
energy secretary In the ( Union 
administration, said 
improvements in fuel economy 
has to be a "a center piece" of 
an energy agenda. The experts 
could not agree on how much 
farther vehicles should go on a 
gallon of fuel. 
The commission avoid the 
contentious issue of whether 
to develop the oil in Alaska's 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 
Opening the refuge to drilling 
has been a WUte House priority 
and the focus of intense debate in 
Congress. 
It was not included "because 
members    of   the    commis- 
sion do not agree on it." said a 
commission leadei lohn Howe. 
chairman ol I \clon Corp. 
The commission 
recommended       expanded 
development of coal, natural gas 
and nuclear power, Baying those 
sources will be needed to help 
the United States move toward 
energy security. 
The report (ailed for $7 bil- 
lion in federal spending over III 
years tin clean coal technology 
and research Into ways to capture 
emissions of carbon dioxide from 
power plants, thereby "ensur- 
ing a future for the nations most 
plentiful energy source 
Among the other 
recommendations were: 
-Spending $2 billion over 10 
years on reactor research, 
-Committing S3 billion to 
advance development of hybrid 
gasoline-electric cars. I'hcv 
have proved popular among 
consumers but are not being 
produced on a huge scale 
■Encouraging construction of 
liquefied natural gas terminals. 
-Spending Sl.fi billion over 
10 years to increase domestic 
production of nonpeiroleum 
renewable transportation fuels. 
f HOUSES! HOU! 
Starting as low as $ 
2 lull baths • 
Plenty ol parking • 
Gas log fireplaces • 
(in most houses) 
Occupancy limited to 3 • 
unrelated people 
On BGSU Shuttle Route • 
Only 2 blocks Irom campus! • 
SES! HOUSESil 
1,275 mo.+ utilities 
• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts   1 
• 1 & 2 car garages with automatic   1 
door openers 
• Walk in closets and ample storage 1 
• Full size washer and dryer 
• Microwaves, diswashers. and 
garbage disposals 
"iiirrrJ 
Bring in this ad and rec 
Security Deposit now thrc 
eive 50% OFF your 
ugh November 30,2004. 
r                                   <"ww.greenbnairentals.com 
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SOLDIERS HIT RUMSFELD WITH QUESTIONS 
CAMP BUEHRING, Kuwait (AP)— In a rare public 
airing of grievances, disgruntled soldiers complained to 
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld on Wednesday 
about long deployments and a lack of armored vehicles 
and other equipment. "You go to war with the Army you 




gets out of limbo 
By Natasha Lisova 
r H i   ASSOCIAUD PBiS S 
KIEV, Ukraine — Ten-, ol 
thousands of opposition 
supporters, many of diem 
haggard and shivering after 17 
days of round-the-clock street 
protests, chanted and danced 
in triumph after parliament 
approved reforms yesterday to 
ensure a fair ballot in Ukraine's 
repeal presidential election, 
the surprise vote in 
parliament was part of a 
compromise package thai 
also included constitutional 
amendments     to     transfer 
some   presidential   powers   in 
parliament — but only aftei 
parliamentary elections in 2006. 
when backers of opposition 
leader Viktor Yushclienko hope 
to win a majority 
Yushclienko had earlier 
denounced the amendments as 
an attempt to render his likely 
election   Victor)   meaningless. 
but he appeared to have ended 
up  strengthening his  political 
standing by demonstrating an 
ability to find common ground 
with his opponents and solve 
a crisis that could easB) have 
turned violent. 
"During these i: days we have 
gotten a new country," 
Yushchenko told the roar 
ing crowds on Kiev's main 
Independence Square, "We have 
realized dial we an a European 
nation. We have grown confident 
thai Ukraine's future canfi be 
stolen." 
Yushchenko supporters, 
who have besieged parliament 
and other official buildings in 
downtown Kiev foi two weeks, 
broke Into t hants ol "Well done! 
Well done!" lint many vowed to 
lam up their blockades 
"We won't lift the 
blockade until yushchenko 
setdeshere," said \h kola Motruk, 
who has led a blockade of the 
presidential administration 
budding with some fill other 
people As lie spoke, his men 
sangsongs and danced Inadrde, 
raising linger", in a V-sign. 
Yushchenko said the peaceful 
protests, dubbed the Orange 
Revolution" for his campaign 
color, had achieved their main 
goals: the Supreme Court's 
canceled the fraud-tainted 
victory of his Kremlin-backed 
opponent in the Nov. 21 
presidential runoff and 
parliament passed reforms to 
ensure a fair vote. 
"We have done all thai 
without spilling a Single drop Oi 
blood," Yushificnko said. "Our 
conscience Is cleat" 
Yushclienko urged supporters 
to focus on campaigning for his 
Dec 2b rematch against Prime 
Minister Viktor Yanukovych. 
risking them to join local election 
commissions and become ballot 
monitors. 
At the same lime, Yiishihenko 
did not call on his supporters 
to withdraw their pii kels around 
government buildings—asothei 
opposition leaders had predicted. 
I le said a sprawling tent camp on 
kiev's main square ami ils central 
avenue will be reorganized—but 
not disbanded. 
Those  who  are  ready  to 
continue their vigil in lent camps 
,nul pickets will siay he said. 
In his speech to supporters on 
the square, Yushchenko ill,mkrd 
police and military for not 
resorting to force against the 
protesters, 
"I want to thank the people' 
in uniform thai in ihis time of 
trials, they were together with the 
people, he said. "Thank you for 
not putting your lingers on the 
lugger. 
I le also pledged, it elected, to 
maintain warm relations«Ith all 
neighbors — including Itussia. 
President Vladimir Putin has 
staunchly backed Yanukovych 
and congratulated him on 
winning last months vote while 
the  Opposition   and   the West 
charged fraud. 
Yushchenko emerged from die 
17-day political crisis a winner, 
succeeding in pressing home 
his demand for a rerun without 
having his supporters lesorl In 
violence. 
Hut outgoing President Leonid 
kuchma cm also claim victory 
bj  succeeding in cutting the 
powers ol his successor 
fne package was approved Ina 
402-21 voie wuli 19abstentions. 
Lawmakers stood and cheered as 
Kuchma signed the measure, 
Yushchenko        said        the 
electoral amendments place tight 
restrictions on absentee ami 
home veiling. The reforms make 
certain thai opposition members 
are represented in local election 
commissions, 
"I am confident of victory on 
Dec. 2(>." he said in a speech thai 
ended with fireworks streaking 
over the frigid Ukrainian capital. 
This is a big victory," said one 
protester, tadriy Stepanchuk, 
34, a railway worker. "This is 
the day when people's opinions 
mattered." 
Under     the    changes,    the 
president no longer has the 
power to appoint his own 
government, but keeps (he right 
to reject parliamentary nominees 
for the top three positions — 
prime minister, foreign minister 
and defense minister. Parliament 
lias the right to appoint all 
other Cabinet positions without 
presidential approval. 
As the changes were voted 
into law, word spread quickly 
among the tens of thousands 
of Yushchenko supporters, 
mobbing Kiev's streets and clad 
in hats, scarves and flags in 
orange. 
Supporters began moving 
slowly to Independence Square- 
as songs by Huslana — winner 
ol the Hurovision song contest 
— blasted from loudspeak- 
ers, lights flickered from Hash 
bulbs and demonstrators waved 
orange flags and banners from 
Ukraine's cilies. A column of 
cars drove through the Streets 
honking and waving flags, 
Campaigning    in    eastern 
• Ukraine.     Yanukovych     said 
he was "not happy' with the 
pariiameni decision, which he 
said was "made under pressure" 
and described as a "soft coup 
d'etat." 
I awmaken    also    replaced 
members of the Central Election 
Commission, ousting its chief, 
seihiv Kivalov. 
Secretary of State Colin Powell 
praised tile vote. "Ukrainian 
and Russian authorities are 
hearing a clear message from 
North America and Europe, in 
diplomatic stereo — and that 
Stereo sound makes a 
difference."' Powell said in 
Brussels.  And what do we say? 
i ei the people decide." 
i he European Unions Foreign 
poUcj chief, lavier Solaria, said in 
a statement that the vote should 
pave the way for a free and fair 
rerun." 
I he United States will send 
100 observers  to  Ukraine  for 
the Dec 26 election as part of 
a 960-member team fielded by 
the Organization forSecurity and 
Cooperation in i urope. 
Alter   days   ol   subtiec/ing 
temperatures, Lesya volosh.uk, 
a scieniisi who manned a 
barricade, was practically read) 
to mn home to the western town 
ol I \iv. about 330 miles from 
Kiev 
1 already have my train lickei." 
she said cheerfully. "I'll leave after 
Y'ushchenko's speech." 
tut* 
3 Bedroom Apartments 
• Furnished 
• 2 Full Baths 
•FREE WIRELESS 
INTERNET 
• Laundry on site 
Select Units Have: 
•Air Conditioning 





Greenbriar, Inc.   (419)352-0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
Etiem lukatshy APPtwto 
Etrem Luhatsky AP Photo 
ELECTIONS: (Top and bottom, right corner) 
Ukrainians celebrate the parliamentary vote 
during a rally at independence square in 
downtown Kiev, yesterday. (Bottom, left corner) 
Ukrainian opposition leader Viktor Yushchenko 
pauses before voting in parliament yesterday. 
3? 
.  A/i Jwest 'v Premier Comedy Club 
I     Frc« Admission      Date. U-lt 
with Military ID 
2 Shows With Parts Favors. 
Door Prim and trie BEST 
Comedy vou can find!! 
Call now for reservation* 
,\;   Wednesday & 1 hurcdan tfpm 
5» 'J adtnission 
" Z k i* •** Sa*CUfe Ml* the SkMrt! 
Need a place to 
live nexi semester? 
We are now leasLna- tKrou^ Spring of 2005 
GREENBRIAR, INC, 
352-0717 
445 E. Wooster Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Hours: Monday-Friday 9am- 5pm Saturday 9am - 1pm 
Check our website out: 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
Great Lakes Ford Nissan  
Rt. 25 N. Bowling Green (J)G*ry 
1 mile north ot the mall 
www.greatlakeslord-nissan.com 
*21 .95 
Lube, Oil, Filter 
Convenient Same Day Appointment 
Excludes Diesels • Up to 5 Quarts 
Students and Faculty 
receive a 10% discount 
with BGSU ID 
(Not valid with other otters) 
FREE 
Local Shuttle Service 
to and from campus 
AT GREAT LAKES FORD-NISSAN WE WILL... 
...gladly service your Ford, Lincoln-Mercury, Nissan 
vehicle regardless ot where you purchased it, 
including all taclory warranty work! 
We'll also check lor any outstanding factory recalls that may be due. 
"Your home away from home for your Ford or Nissan' 
8311 8pm Monday 
8am 6pm Tuesday 419-353-5271 
I 
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Jewish residents 
plan to relocate 
By lose!Federman 
ISSOCI1H0 i - 
IERUSALEM    Residenlsol 
some lewish settlements in the 
northern Gaza Strip have 
proposed thai thru entire 
communities be moved loloca 
lions inside Israel undei Prime 
Ministei Ariel Sharon^ plan to 
wUhdraM from Gaza next year, 
a lawmakei saldWfednesday 
A resident said the settlers 
want to remain togethei outside 
Gaza, a sign thai a significant 
number of the 6\200 settlers 
slated fin evacuation next year 
are resigned to leaving Gaza 
despite vocal opposition. 
Nissim Slomianski, a law- 
makei with the pro-settlement 
National Religious Party, who 
nu't with settlei representatives 
on luesday, said they remained 
opposed I" Sharon's withdrawal 
plan, but want to remain togeth- 
ei ii thej are fan ed to leave. 
"I don'l wani to give the 
Impression that they are read) 
to leave," he said. "However, ii 
there is a situation where the) 
are taken oui by force, then 
they wani to move as an entire 
communit) 
Slomianski declined to sa) 
which communities want to 
icin.an together, but Israeli 
media Identified them as 
Nissanit, Bei Sinai and Dugit. 
The three settlements are 
in northern ("i/.i along the 
dividing line with Israel, and 
theirresidents are general!) con- 
sidered thr must likely in leave 
without much resistance unlike 
theii IdeologlcaUy driven coun- 
terparts deepei Inside Gaza, the 
1,400 people in these communi- 
ties were attracted primarily by 
the bucolic quality of life along 
the Mediterranean shore. 
Shosh Schatz, a resident ol 
Elel Sinai, said several dozen 
families had raised the Idea of 
being  transplanted   together 
HI a spin inside Israel dining a 
meeting iasl month with 
the governmental authority 
overseeing the withdrawal 
"We wani to stay as a 
community together," she said. 
she said the group proposed a 
few places jusi across die border. 
We don'l want lo change our 
i hildrcn's schools, the places we 
work," she said. 
Sharon    announced    plans 
early this year to pull oul ol 
Gaza and tout small settlements 
in the northern Wesi Hank. 
With \lideasl peace efforts 
stalled, Sharon said the moves 
were needed lo boost Israels 
securit)       and       head      off 
international pressure on Israel 
The Gaza pullout is scheduled 
tor next summer, although the 
government is encouraging set- 
tlers in leave before then, and 
has authorized cash advances 
on compensation foi settlers. 
A full compensation bill is siiii 
pending in parliament. 
I he disengagement ollii l.il 
said about one-third of the 
families have contacted the 
administration seeking infor- 
mation about compensation. 
lie said "a few" have ahead] 
applied foiihecash advances 
Also Wednesday, Israeli 
and Palestinian officials said 
the two sides have agreed on 
logistics for the Ian. !> election 
to replace Yasser Arafat, who 
died last month, and the Hush 
administration approved $20 
million in direct  aid  lo help 
the Palestinian Authority as it 
prepares for the vote, 
Palestinian Cabinet minister 
Saeb Erekal said the agreement 
with Israel would be based on 
the same procedures thai were 
in place for the last Palestinian 
elections in  1996.   thai would 
include a  key  Israeli  ennces 
sion   - allowing residents of 
disputed easi (eiusalem to vote 
Uoth sides claim thee uv. 
"I am satisfied with that. I am 
happy," he said. 
A new poll, meanwhile, has 
lent backing to earlier surveys 
thai showed a tight race. 
The   poll,   conducted   by 
the    independent    lerusalem 
Media and Communication 
Center, showed interim 
leadei Mahmoud \bbaswith32 
percent and challenger \lanvan 
BarghOUtl With 2tS percent. 
Barghouti is serving five life 
terms after murder convictions. 
I he poll, which questioned 
1.200 Palestinians and had a 
margin of error of 3 percentage 
points, showed ^l percent back- 
ing another candidate and 27 
percent undecided. 
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4 Neiuda or Casals 
9 Passport stamps 
14 Noshed 
15 Effective use 
16 Become violently active 
17 Deleated truit? 
20 Chip maker 
21 "Steppenwoll" autho' 
22 Shot a hole-in-one 
23 Formalized argument 
26 Uncooked 
29 Was in Iront 
30 Desire wronglully 
31 Mexicali money 
32 Wise people 
33 Border 
35 Boisterous fruit' 
36 Court judgment 
39 Report card info 
40 Chip in a chip 
41 Slugger Roger 
1 Salon procedure 
2 Promo 
3 Pockmarked 
4 Mira Sorvino s dad 
5 5th or Lex 
6 Prevent 
7 Falsehood 
8 So last year 
9 Poetry 
10 Gershwin and Levin 
11 Freudian concept 
12 Mimic 
13 Religious figs. 
18 Math proof letters 
19 Undersiand 
23 Orphan calf 
24 _ as we speak 
25 Groom's attendant 
27 You wish! 
28 Finished lirst 
30 Perry Mason story 




35 Ashcrott s predecessor 
36 Turn on 
42 Drenched 
45 Me in Marseilles 
46 Be serious about something 
48 Slim and muscular 
49 Safe 
51 Peer recognition 
52 Capital truit? 
57 Clarinetist Shaw 
58 Part ol RFD 
59 Diarist Anais 
60 Prolific plants 
61 Type ot alcohol 
82 DMd 
37 Mata 
38 Hydroelectric struc- 
ture 
41 Grown up 




47 "Strange Magic' grp 





54 Impatient comment 
55 Regal letters 
56 Earthly rotation 
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL?   LAW SCHOOL?   MED SCHOOL? 
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP 
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Wanted For Rent For Rent For Rent For Rent 
Travel 
"'BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 
5 Days From S279! Includes Meals. 
Port Taxes, Exclusive Beach Parses 
With 20* Of Your Favorite TV 
Celebrities As Seen On Real World. 
Road Rules, Bachelor! 
Great Beaches. Nighilife! 





From $459. Tax' FLORIDA $159! 
Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less 
Than Others! Book Now! 
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners. 
30-50. Hours Free Drinks! 
Ethics Award Winning Company! 
View 500 Hotel Reviews 
and Videos at 
www.anrlnoflmakTmvl.mm 
1-800-678-6386 
«1 Spring Break Vacalions! Hottest 
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now! 
Campus Reps Wanted. 1-800-234- 
7007. endlesssummedours.com 
iWibjiisTLovT 
est prices guaranteed. Book 11 peo- 
ple, get 12th trip free' Group dis- 
counts lor 6.wj»jiJtonngBre8kDJ» 
countj.csnior 800-838-8202 
Services Ottered 
'Tired of missing deadlines because 
you have other assignments' 
Your Problems Are Solved 
QuIkType Services will type 
resumes, reports, term papers & 
business plans. 
Qulk Type offers fast, accurate ser- 
vice with reasonable rates that vary 
Call 419-917-0338 to set up an 
appt. 
or email lynette_25@hotmai1 com 
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS! 
Search 24 bookstores with 1 click! 
http://www.bookhq.com 
Personals 
Chicken & cheese stuffed 
breaksticks & finals go together 
Campus Pollyeyes 352-7571 
Female subleaser wanted ASAP! 1 
rm in Sterling Apt. through Aug. 05 
•Will pay S200 of 1st month rent- 
Call Denae at 419-944-4621. 
Need 2 graduation tickets 
Will pay. 
Call Justin at 513-307-1786. 
Need 2 graduation tickets 
Will pay 
Call Chris 330-904-0964. 
Need graduation tickets. Will pay If 
not attending please call Kanmi at 
419-214-2069. 
Help Wanted 
'BARTENDING! $300'day potential. 
No exp. necessary. Training provid- 
ed Call 800-965-6520 ext 174. 
Babysitter needed for 2 yr old boy 
in our BG home. M. T. W « F 8am- 
1pm Call 419-823-1891. 
GET PAID TO DRIVE 
A BRAND NEW CAR! Now paying 
drivers $800-S3200 a month 
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Todayl 
www.freecarkey.com 
Kidz Watch now hiring child care 
aides Aplly in person at 580 Craig. 
Dr Perrysburg 419-874-9678. lor 
directions 
WINTER BREAK WORKI 
S12.25 Base/Appt. 
'Entry-level customer sales/service 
' 1 -5 week work program 
'Continue during spring semester 
'All ages 18.. Conditions exist 
'Interview now, slad after finals 
Call Now 419-861-6134 
WORK CHRISTMAS BREAK 
HELP WANTED! Our company is 
seeking employees to perform 
unskilled light production work. We 
offer   flexible   hours   -   will   work 
around 
your schedule-morning, afternoon, 
and evening shifts available. Many 
BGSU students work here. Easy 
walk from campus. Pay is $67hr. 
providing you work a minimum of 15 
hrs/wk Pick-up an application at 
our olfice. Advanced Specialty Prod- 
ucts, Inc. 428 Clough St., Bowling 
Green, OH 43402, 419-354-2844 
For Rent 
" Now subleasing tor Jan. 2005. Lg. 
studio apt: new, clean, spacious, ca- 
thedral ceilings. AC, tree parking. 
419-260-9064 
Female renter to sublet home w/ 2 
female rmtes for remainder of lease 
which ends July '05. Wrthin walking 
distance from campus. $284 mo. & 
utilities. 419-352-9628. 
•" Lg Houses & Apts tor '05-'06. 
Across from University 
321 E. Merry 6 Bedrms. 
926 E. Wooster 6 Bedrms 
1030 E. Wooster 5 Bedrms 
303 E. Merry 5 Bedrms. 
315 E Merry 2-4 Bedrms. 
146 S College 3 Bedrms. 
Also other houses, apts. & effs. Call 
now 419-353-0325 9am - 9pm. 
Some 1 st semester leases available 
Listing located 24/7 @ 316 E. Merry 
»3 plus apts. 1 & 2 bedrms. starting 
1/5/04 
1 bdrm apts. avail May '05 & Aug 
05 $350 mo plus utilities. Call 419- 
787-7577 
2005-2006. 3. 2 & 1 bdrm. apts. 
For more information call 419-354- 
9740. 
2 bdrm. apt. nicely turn., directly 
across from campus. For more info 
please call 419352-2636 or 412- 
841-5160. 
3 bdrm. house 
131 N. Church St 5900/mo. 
419-308-2456 
3 bdrm house avail d! ?36 troup 
SI avail, tor 2005-06 school yr 
Avail. 
starling Aug. 2005 12 mo. lease, 
$1000 per mo & util 419-308-1405 
3 duplexes/3 bdrm each 1 -2 bdrm 
partially turn. apt. avail. Aug. 15. 05. 
Call 419-352-4773. 419-265-1061 
FOR RENT • 3 bdrm. house tor 
2005-06 sch. year, starting m May. 
W/D. central air 606 Clough $990 
mo. &ulil 419-654-9512 
Avail, now (or quiet laculty/grad stdt. 
No alcohol/no smoking BG Nan 
Historic Reg Bay window w/ stained 
glass. 2 bdrm , 1 1/2 baths, bsmt, 
Ivg. rm . din. rm.. kit.. W/D. stove. 
re- 
Ing 419-261-2038 
Available Aug 15.2005: 
3 Bedroom Houses 
606 5lh St. $1,000/mo. 
114 Ridge St $1200/mo. 
227 E Reed$1200/mo 
2 Bedroom House: 
819 N. Summit $400/mo. 
3 Bedroom Apartment: 
443 N. Enterprise $600/mo 
2 Bedroom Apartment: 
112 Ridge St. 9 mo $400/mo./ 
12 mo. $350/mo. 
1 Bedroom Apartment.: 
112 Ridge $350/mo. 
Efficiency Apartment: 
443 N. Enterprise $250/mo. 
All close to BGSU 
Call 419-686-4651 
Female subleaser needed Jan -Aug 
$262.50/mo. * elec. Nice apt., huge 
bdrm.. across from campus on E 
Reed Call 419-306-9362. ask lor 
Lindsay 
Female sublsr wanted. 1 turn barm 
in a 2 bdrm apt $260 Free cable & 
gas. Avail. Dec. 20 until Aug. 15 
131 StateSI 419-908-0627 
For rent house on Wooster St 1 
mln. away from downtown. 2 
stories. 2 bathrooms, 3 bdrms. 
219 E. Wooster $740/mo. Caddy 
corner to BW3 419-376-4079 
For rent. 1 bdrm. apt avail end of 
Dec 608 S Main apt B $335/mo 
& 
util very nice, quiet, no pets, no 
smoking 419-575-2412 
For Sublease: 1 or 2 bdrms avail, m 
Sterling Apts Fully turn Avail. 12/17 
-begin of Aug. $320 mo negotiable 
& util. (each room) Time ol sub- 
lease also neg Chris 419-494-1236 
Houses and Apts 
1 -3 person-12 monih leases 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917 
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office 
or www bgapartments com 
HOUSES HOUSES 
May 2005 Lease 
3 Bedroom Houses 
239 A Manville-$650/mo. 
849 B Sixth SI -$750/mo. 
4 Bedroom Houses 
302 A South College$12O0/mo. 
302 B South College-$1200/mo 
815 B Third St $ 1200/mo 
August 2005 Lease 
3 Bedroom House 
1318 East Woos1er-$1000/mo. 
4 Bedroom Houses 
241 Manville-$1000/mo 
249 Manville-$1200/mo. 
1 Bedroom Duplex 
239 B Manville-$350/mo. 
849 Sixth St  $325/mo. 
Frobose Rentals 919 Melrose, 
Bowling Green. OH 419-352-9392 
Roommate wanted I <; 2 odrm 
townhouse NW BG No deposit req. 
Rent $325 Call 419-353-4284 
a an? 
the Graduate 
You deserve an UPGRADE! 
Studio apartments available! 
:■ semester, or year leases • Slove. fridge, mfcwwav. 
Low as $425 per month • Full caWe - $20/month 
Includes all utilities ■ Outdoor pool use 
Laundry .'acilities • fully fur 
Condominiums torrent! 
BeautAit ranch style condominiums • Excellent location for BGSU faculty 
$650-$700/monft pfos uSSies • Stn. 
Washer and dryor hook up • Jacuzzi tut) in sonw units 
One year lease minimum • Den/Office m so 
1 Bedroom • ContnMair 
3 houses left 3. 4. & 5 bdrm Great 
location' WD. AC. May 05 lease 
419-353-2382 
5 bdrm house. 2 baths, partially 
fum . washer & dryer. AC. covered 
patio, no pets, next to campus ® 
220 E Reed SI Greatly reduced 
rate Jan -April 05. it planning to ex- 
tend lease for 1 yr starting in May at 
$1200 . util Call 419-351-3639 




724 S. CoHaqa Dr-2 BR unfurn. apt 
1 5 baths, starting at $425/mo . 
dep 
$425 Tenant pays elec NO PETS! 
Assigned parking 
-2 BR unfurn. apt 
above garage $490/mo plus all util 
Deposit $490 NO PETSI 
B28 7th St. »2-2 BR unhjrn apt 
$475/mo. dep $475 Tenant pays 
E.W.S NO PETSi 
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available 
Call John Newiove Real Estate. Inc 
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260 
Office at 319 E Wooster St 
across from Taco Bell 
CINEMA S 
Sdwdult Good lot Thu(*d<, D«*mfc*i 9.20*4 
♦ Blade Trinity (HI: 4 M, 7 20.1015 Nofaiiti 
Chriltmi>»iththtKrtnkltK): 
4:10,7.10,1010 
Ray(PC-IJ): ■» 45 
5pongrBob 5qu4rtp*ntt The Movie (PG): 
4.40,7:40 
TtielruredlbleslK): 4:00,7:00.10:00 
The Polar EipttlllOl: 4.». 7:10,9:50 
1   40M4WUMF!l(q!Ulh,NOhKyViWW»l*W!ltt 
cinemark.com 
auriHtu   .'■ 
IfUfiAftrfi 
■to I    ■■■ 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only 
$470! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch style 
apartment with private 
entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Laundry facilities 
• Pets welcome 
• Convenient on-site parking 
N 
t 




1  OfPtYLANl 
1 Home Depot 
419-353-7715 t^J 
Need sublsr. 1 bdrm. apt. S390/mo. 
+ util Short walk to bars & campus, 
built-in furniture, front porch. Call 
Emily 419-494-6720. leave 
message 
Needs subleaser. 1 to 3 ppl to take 
over lease until Aug. 15. with option 
to renew 2 bdrm . 1 bath on corner 
of Wooster & Mercer. Haven House 
next to campus Newty remodeled, 
W & D included 5555/mo. ♦ utilities 
Contact Kyle 419-409-1466 
Spacious 2 bdrm , 2 bath apt. near 
campus. Available now through 
Aug. 
419-806-1140. 
Male has furn room for rent in BG 
for a clean, neat, & resp person. 
Freedom of house $200 deposit. 
$250/mo Call 419-354-6117. 
Manage me nt Inc. 





' I & 2 Bedroom Apartments & 
3 Bedroom Townhouses 
* Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
| Washer/Dryer Hook-ups (2/3bdrm) 
'Carports 
BGSU Shuttle Stop 
Can Have up to 5 People 
on the lease 




I & 2 Bedroom Apartments & 
Efficiencies 
Laundry on Site 
BGSU Shuttle Stop 
15 minutes walk to Math/Science 
V 
Heinzsite Apartments 
710 North Enterprise 
■ I & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms 
Walk to Campus 
Few open now!  __ 
Green Beaver Apts. 
642 South College 
■ 2 Bedroom in House, 
Pets allowed 
■ 3 Bedroom Townhouses 
' Can hold up to 5 people 
• Loft style 
1 Washer/Dryer 
•1 1/2baths/2CarJjarage 
Stop by the Office at 
1045 N. Main St.or 
Check our website at 
www.meccab9.com 
for complete listing 
